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UNIS Mission
Under the auspices of the United Nations and guided by its ideals, UNIS provides
an inclusive and diverse learning environment in which rigorous international
programs foster academic excellence, innovation, creativity and cross-cultural
communication to educate and inspire its students to become an active force in
shaping a better world: peaceful, compassionate and sustainable.

Welcome to UNIS
With over 125 different nations represented within the student body, the
curriculum is designed to reflect the mission and guiding principles of the school.
Providing an optimal environment for our students is central to teaching and
learning at UNIS. As such, our Teaching and Learning Policy further amplifies
and directs our educational thinking and practice.
In the formative years, we offer a rigorous age-appropriate, school-designed
curriculum, which is based on latest research and expressed through a coherent
set of standards and benchmarks in all subject areas: from Kindergarten (JA) to
Grade 10 (T2). Our Grade 11 (T3) and Grade 12 students (T4) enroll in the
International Baccalaureate Diploma (IBDP) or IB Courses, where the range of
subjects offered at UNIS is truly impressive. Within the framework of IB
requirements, our students have the possibility of choosing from over 200
courses. Our graduating students leave to attend some of the best universities
around the world. As they continue along their journey as learners, we take pride
in the individual successes they have achieved at UNIS and celebrate their
opportunity for continued growth as life-long learners and informed and active
global citizens.
Each divisional booklet provides information on:
• Teaching and learning at UNIS
• Curriculum development process
• Assessment as part of the learning process
• Dissemination of information on student performance
• Learning support systems in place
• Major learning outcomes for all grades in all subjects
We hope you find the information helpful in understanding teaching and learning
at UNIS.

Teaching and Learning at UNIS
Teaching and learning is at the heart of a school, and successful schools place the student at the heart of their
learning environment. Teachers systematically plan, use evidence to inform their practice and employ a range
of teaching strategies and methods to support and improve student learning. Learning involves students
making sense of the world. It is not simply about absorbing information, but it is an active process of
constructing meaning.
At UNIS we recognize that students making sense of their learning will help them become independent
learners. UNIS’ learning targets and outcomes, and supportive inclusive environment, foster opportunities for
students to develop a lifelong love of learning where skills in critical thinking, communication, collaboration,
creativity, and adaptability, are developed and honed as our students move continuously and seamlessly from
Junior A through Tutorial House graduation.
Moreover, teaching and learning is most effective when there is commitment to continuous improvement,
collective responsibility, and goal alignment. As such, we believe that the learning experience at UNIS offers a
unique opportunity for each child to engage in a coherent curriculum that is developmentally appropriate and
has clear learning outcomes for each stage of the learning experience. Through integration, innovative and
research-proven teaching strategies, modern learning technologies, and real world resources and contexts,
the UNIS curriculum goals help students understand their place and role in their learning. Moreover, timely
informative feedback on their learning helps students develop the skills, attitudes, and dispositions necessary
to systematically improve the quality and understanding of their learning experience in an international context.

Tutorial House (Grades 9 and 10) Overview and Learning Outcomes for Each Subject
Area
As students move to the high school, the focus in the curriculum shifts from a more interdisciplinary focus to
academic specialization, in recognition of the subject-based knowledge and understandings that are required
for the UNIS Diploma, the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma and IB Courses, and college admissions.
Students study across a broad and balanced range of subject domains including languages, humanities,
sciences, mathematics, technology, the arts, and physical education, drawing on content from educational
cultures across the world. Tutorial House students are provided with intellectually challenging learning
experiences, enabling them to examine the central ideas of an issue or question, share ideas and knowledge,
and use higher-order critical thinking skills to solve and construct new meaning and understanding. Our goal
is to engender and foster an environment which encourages them to think critically, communicate effectively,
take risks in learning, be open minded and reflective, and develop an international perspective and an
understanding of global issues.
Students in Grades 11 and 12 follow the International Baccalaureate Diploma or Courses Program.
Information regarding these courses can be found on the International Baccalaureate (IB) page of the portal.
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Teaching and Learning at UNIS
In a student-centered approach to teaching, UNIS teachers become facilitators of learning; students are
encouraged to take more responsibility for their own learning. We look at ways to help students construct
meaning from their learning, monitor their progress, and reflect on the process.
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Curriculum Development at UNIS
UNIS’ curriculum (K – 10) is developed by the UNIS faculty and based on a comprehensive review of
researched-based best practices and recognized standards for each subject area, including International
Baccalaureate (IB) standards. Written subject curricula are reviewed on a five-year cycle in order to ensure
that they are relevant, demonstrate an international perspective, and reflect the latest research related to
teaching, learning, and assessment in that given area. Professional development and selection of related
resources are part of the review process.
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Assessment at UNIS
Assessment is an ongoing process of systematically gathering, analyzing, interpreting, and reflecting on
evidence of students’ understanding as they develop concepts and skills, in order to inform instruction and
support learning. A comprehensive assessment program includes a variety of assessment components and
processes that align with expectations for teaching and learning and meet the needs of all users (student,
teacher, department, school).
Furthermore, it informs both the teacher and the learner about what the learner understands, knows, and is
able to do. The teacher uses assessment to monitor student progress toward the learning target, to provide
feedback to the student, and to guide further instruction. Additionally, providing students with opportunities to
assess their thinking and that of their peers gives them practice in the skills they need to become independent
and self-directed learners.

At UNIS we believe:
Assessment should be authentic and seen as an integral part of the learning process. It allows opportunities
for students to demonstrate their understanding of the content and skills that they have acquired as a result of
instruction. It is a pathway that leads to deeper conceptual understating and allows for sophisticated growth in
practiced higher order thinking skills. Crucial to the role that assessment plays in the learning process is
timely, supportive and specific feedback. All criteria for success should be clear to students from the onset of
the learning.

Dissemination of Information on Student Performance
The reporting of student progress is an essential part of the dialogue that takes place between parents and the
school. It is designed to give regular and specific feedback on a student’s progress spanning both semesters.
It is hoped that parents contact the respective teacher, head of department, and/or principal to set up a
conference to ask questions, or if you have a concern.

Curriculum Information Evenings:
At the beginning of the first semester, the school hosts curriculum evenings on both campuses (Manhattan and
Queens) for the different grade levels. These evenings allow for opportunity to visit classrooms, meet the
teachers and hear specifics about the year’s program, the class procedures, resources and expectations. This
will also be a forum to hear about the school-wide goals and campus initiatives for the current academic year.

Parent/Teacher Conferences:
Mid-way through each semester parent conferences are held. The focus of the each conference is to discuss a
child’s progress toward grade level learning outcomes. This time spent with the teachers is important in
establishing a home-school partnership to support a child’s success. Conferences provide an opportunity to
participate in the dialogue with a child’s teacher.

Interim Report Cards:
Middle School and Tutorial House - October and March
Interim reports are issued (October) to all new students transitioning into UNIS. They show academic
progress and performance in all subject areas and identify those areas that might be in need of special
attention.
Interim reports are circulated (October and March) to all students who are not attaining expected levels of
performance and where there is concern of underachieving and/or poor progress.
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Individual Student Reports:
At the end of both semesters (January and June) students receive a written report. Each of the core subject
and specialist areas will report on the development of a child’s learning skills and understanding of the subject.
After parents have a chance to discuss the report card with their children, they are encouraged to contact the
appropriate teacher if they would like further discussion.
Report cards are accessed via the UNIS portal.
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Report Descriptors JA to Tutorial Two (Kindergarten to Grade 10)
Learning to Learn Skills
In this section of the report, skills that support learning across subject areas are listed.
Developing

The student’s work habits are still developing. At
this time, these practices are inconsistent.

Succeeding

The student demonstrates fairly consistent,
positive work habits.

Exceeding

The student demonstrates consistent, mature
and independent work habits.

Report Descriptors (JA through Grade 10)
Subject Skills

In this section of the report, each subject has identified key, over-arching skills for that
discipline, which remain constant from grade to grade, JA-Tut 2, as well as indicators describing
how those skills are specifically demonstrated within each grade.

Working towards grade level

The student is still developing an
understanding of the related skills and a
concept described by the indicators, and is
not yet able to apply these in familiar
situations consistently or without support.

Working at grade level

The student has demonstrated a good
understanding of the related concepts and
skills described by the indicators and can
generally apply these in familiar situations
independently.
The student has a thorough understanding of
the related concepts and skills described by
the indicators and can apply and extend
these in both familiar and new situations
independently.

Working above grade level

M3-T4 students receive a numerical grade from 1 to 7 for each subject, based on the International
Baccalaureate scheme.
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Supporting a safe and secure inclusive environment for learning
Guidance counselors provide support to students, parents and caregivers in need of advice and direction in
social, emotional, and academic matters. The counselors provide a confidential space that students, parents
or faculty can use to explore issues of concern. The emphasis is on the social, emotional growth of the
children of UNIS and how this ties into their academic progress. Students are given the opportunity to explore
the changing social and emotional feelings they experience in a safe space with proper guidance. The
guidance section of the student support services serves as a resource for parents in the UNIS community who
seek help in making decisions about their children.
The Junior A to Junior Four learning specialists provide individual and small group instruction to students who
might be experiencing difficulty accessing the curriculum. The learning specialists work with the students to
build and strengthen skills and to help them understand their own learning styles so that they can find
strategies and techniques that will enable them to be more successful. These skills and strategies are taught
through instructional level materials and then applied to classroom curriculum and assignments. The learning
specialists also work with teachers to develop and implement individualized learning plans designed to meet
the specific academic needs of students with learning differences. The learning specialist works with teachers
to help meet the needs of all learners.
The school psychologist at UNIS supports students throughout Junior, Middle and Tut House divisions in
Manhattan as well as Queens. The School psychologist helps students succeed academically, socially,
behaviorally, and emotionally. Collaboration with faculty, parents, and other professionals helps create a safe,
healthy, and supportive learning environment strengthening connections between home, school, and the UNIS
community.

Expected Learning Outcomes – Tutorial One and Tutorial Two (Grade 9 and Grade 10)
An overview of academics for all grade levels can be found on the UNIS website, with each subject area
taught described in general terms. The remainder of this booklet delves more deeply into teaching and
learning at UNIS through identifying major skills and learning outcomes for students for each subject area by
grade level.
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Tutorial One

12

ART
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

Tutorial One and Tutorial Two students in the Art Dimensions course work on projects in drawing, painting, sculpture,
printmaking and basic computer graphics. This course advances skills learned in Middle School and provides some
opportunity for more independent work. In the Drawing course, students learn more traditional observation and
interpretation drawing skills that help prepare them for the IB program and possible art school applications.

OBSERVING

•

Recognize connections between
personal, cultural, or
interdisciplinary contexts, in
projects
Discuss and consider art concepts
in relation to contexts presented
Observe qualities and choose
media for expression
Use past techniques learned with
new techniques

Drawing
• Show facility in observing and
•
representing contour, volume,
layered forms, light and shadow
•
• Construct space and objects in
observed, convincing, or expressive
•
ways
• Apply clear contours and observe
fine detail in objects
INVESTIGATING
• Select and use media intentionally
Investigation Process
Observing Art, Process, and Context
• Create thumbnails and working
• Observe closely works of art,
drawings for brainstorming and idea
objects and environment in relation
development
to art concepts and assigned
• Develop personal ideas and
projects
solutions to project guidelines
• Describe, analyze and interpret art
during the creative process
using relevant Art vocabulary
• Explore several alternatives in
• Support personal interpretations
media, and composition
with observations and contextual
• Demonstrate successful solutions
knowledge
to presented problems in design of
• Attend to and understand a
project
demonstrated process or the
• Present plans
application of a specific technique
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Studio Technique
• Show refinement and imagination in
technical and conceptual skills
through exercises and projects

CREATING
Realizing Finished Projects
• Organize art creation in a
sequential procedure
• Understand unit concepts through
projects, exercises and assessment
• Apply demonstrated media and
techniques with imagination and
intention
• Select and apply media and
techniques using methods
demonstrated with a personal
approach
• Resolve technical problems that
arise by applying concepts
independently
• Revise, refine, and complete
projects according to guidelines
• Work to the best of ability
• Show attachment to work

ENGLISH
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

English is the first language of the school, and as such, it serves multiple purposes, as a means of communication for the
community, as the medium of instruction in most other core subjects, and as a discrete discipline with its own curriculum.
The strands of reading, writing, listening, and speaking are at the heart of all of the work our children do in all of their
classes, in school and at home, individually and in groups. These components are not separate but rather in constant
interaction and reflect the changing demands of literacy today.
Our goal is to help students attain their highest possible levels in all areas of English. We want them to gain a
sophisticated command of the language, develop their capacity for self-expression, use language as a means to clarify
thinking, unleash their imaginations, and construct meaning from the world around them through participation in oral
activities, writing in different genres, and reading of fine literature.

READING
Identify and analyze the
characteristics of the four genres of
fiction, non-fiction, drama, and
poetry
• Read full-length and short works
written in English and in translation
from among classic, modern, and
contemporary texts
• Identify, describe, and discuss the
elements of a text that distinguish
one genre from another
• Describe the literal level, tone,
structure, and purpose of a text
• Identify literary devices an author
uses such as symbolism, imagery,
and figurative language
• Explain the narrative techniques
used in a text, including point of
view, plot, setting, and character
development
• Identify and analyze key passages
and close textual details of
significance

•
•

Deconstruct, combine, and
reconstruct sentences and
paragraphs in texts
Identify authors’ use of diction and
syntax in written English
Explain idiomatic expressions and
identify different classifications of
word etymologies

understanding of character, theme,
plot, and setting in literary texts

WRITING

Recognize, respond to, and imitate
in their own writing the basic
features of expository, imaginative,
and poetry texts
•
Keep journals of guided and free
Recognize the relationship between
response to the literature studied
the literature they study, their
•
Select, copy out, mark up, and
personal experience, and their wider
respond to key passages in
reading
selected texts
• Reflect on their reading of world
•
Write in imitation of published
literature
works in the four genres
• Read a variety of texts from
•
Write literary essays with shape,
different times and places for
detail, and textual support
pleasure
•
Develop creative projects, such as
• Respond to texts in various written,
set designs, propaganda posters,
oral, dramatic, and electronic forms
charts, and art projects in response
• Identify the similarities and
to literary techniques in texts
differences between the
•
Create scenes, skits, and shows
circumstances, emotions, and
drawing on events, characters, and
events in an author’s work and in
themes
their own lives
•
Determine the intended audience
• Find and discuss aspects of a work
for published and original works
that locate it as a piece with a
Expand vocabulary, knowledge of
cultural, artistic, or linguistic
the etymology of words, and
Appreciate the value of writing as a
signature
understanding of the structure of
tool to organize thoughts, clarify
written English from course texts,
opinions, and generate new ideas
Recognize the educational uses of
the dictionary, and enrichment
• Write in different forms for varied
visual and non-print media
reading
purposes and different audiences
• Read, analyze, and imitate
• Identify, define, and use complex
•
Use
lists, memory chains, charts,
examples of graphic novels and
vocabulary from assigned reading
outlines,
and clustering in
media texts
• Expand vocabulary in their
preparation
for formal writing
• Use multi-media sources in
responses to reading
•
Apply
accurate
knowledge of
presentations and projects to show
• Identify key words and phrases in a
sentence patterns to build extended
given text
•
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•
•
•
•
•

pieces with length, variety,
structure, and sophistication
Write prose with logical sequence,
clear transitions, and textual
support
Use rich and varied vocabulary
accurately for meaning and style
Improve writing through successive
draft stages in the writing process
Write with greater accuracy in
English grammar, syntax, and
mechanics
Use peer editing for feedback on
clarity and organization of written
drafts

Understand the importance of clear
presentation in typed and
handwritten communication
• Follow department standards and
requirements for presentation and
arrangement of typed and written
work for a given task, purpose, and
audience
• Present neat and legible
handwritten and computer
generated work

LISTENING
Appreciate the value of listening to
and learning from others
• Show patience with and
consideration of others in group
discussions and debates
• Be sensitive and attentive to the
various dialects and accents of
spoken English
• React and respond to new ideas
raised in discussions
• Take notes for future use
• Synthesize and respond to what is
said
• Accept constructive feedback on
their work

•
•
•

Adhere to the requirements for
length and timing in formal
presentations
Strike an appropriate balance
between speaking and listening in a
group discussion
Adjust speech style to fit the
purpose and audience in class
activities

Take part in drama performances
and games in and outside of the
classroom
• Experiment with different roles and
tasks in performances and drama
games
• Produce and present scenes from
plays
Synthesize, evaluate, and respond
• Read, recite, and perform poetry in
appropriately in formal and informal
front of an audience
readings, discussions, and
• Perform interpretations of
presentations
characters whose diction and
• Listen for and extract important
dialect are specific to time and
information from more complex and
place
varied sources
• Recognize that things can go wrong
• Take notes for future use
in performance and will improve
through practice
Recognize the importance of
verifying the reliability of sources
Analyze and explain literature with
• Distinguish between fact and fiction greater precision and clarity
and between hearsay and evidence • Contribute ideas and examples
• Use and cite appropriate sources
during class discussions
for information and ideas
• Defend their ideas with support
from texts, greater precision in use
Listen to and analyze language and
of language, and confidence in
content in audio-recordings and
delivery
films

Understand the usefulness of
Information Technology as a tool
• Use word processing, spelling and
grammar check, and electronic
dictionaries and thesauruses as a
support for writing, editing, and
proofreading
• Use computer software programs
and associated technology in
• Critique technology and media
support of projects and
sources in discussions, journals,
presentations
and essays
• Use print and electronic sources as
SPEAKING
appropriate
• Cite all sources used fully and
Understand the differences between
accurately
formal oral presentations and
informal discussions, and adjust
their delivery and style accordingly
• Prepare focused and specific
speeches and presentations
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Develop a range of more
sophisticated skills to communicate
ideas
• Share and discuss ideas from
reader’s journals and texts
• Present creative interpretations of
assigned literature, both as
individuals and in groups
• Participate in structured debates or
panels
• Give independent speeches and
presentations

HUMANITIES
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

In Tutorial One and Tutorial Two, students complete the final two years of our common curriculum, which integrate the five
strands of world history, geography, social sciences, host country and United Nations, now focused on global processes of
change from the eighteenth to the twenty first centuries. By the end of tenth grade, students have a broad understanding of
the kinds of critical issues facing the world today, examined each year at the UNIS/UN student-led conference.
Tutorial One students study the nature, causes and effects of political, economic and social revolutions in the Atlantic world
of the eighteenth through nineteenth centuries. Through examination of the Enlightenment, American and French
Revolutions, Haitian Revolution, the American Civil War and the first and second industrial revolutions, students explore the
interplay between ideas and material circumstances, and the nature and consequences of rapid and far-reaching change.
Students analyze the application of these revolutionary changes in the forms of nationalism and imperialism and examine
some of the ways in which geography influenced the forms of competition and conflict that emerged. Study of the American
and French Revolutions is linked to a study of the emergence of the notion of civil and human rights and their recognition
under the law (United Nations). This course is offered in French for Francophone students.

HISTORY
The Enlightenment
• Identify and explain how new ideas
about science, government, rights
and justice (e.g. social contract,
citizenship) emerged
• Identify and explain differences in
ideas of different Enlightenment
figures (e.g. Locke and Hobbes,
Montesquieu, Rousseau)
Atlantic Political, Economic and
Social Revolutions
• Examine documents (US
Declaration of Independence, US
Constitution, Declaration of the
Rights of Man and the Citizen) and
explain how they reflect
Enlightenment ideals
• Describe and compare political
revolutions (e.g. American, French,
Haitian, Latin American)
• Explain why industrial revolutions
th
occurred in 18 Century Britain and
th
19 Century United States
• Compare the nature and
consequences of industrialization
• Describe and evaluate the impact
of the Triangular trade on Arica,
Europe and the Americas

GEOGRAPHY
Industrialization, Urbanization,
Plantation economies (Britain, the
Americas)

•
•
•
•

Identify and locate critical natural
resources and geographic features
that facilitated industrialization
Explain how the movement of
people contributed to
industrialization
Explain how tropical crops (e.g.
Indigo, rice, sugar, cotton, coffee)
influenced economic development
Examine the growth of imperial
control of sea lanes, resources and
markets aligned with the
development of transport and
communications

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Political Revolutions (Europe, U.S.,
Haiti)
• Identify and explain the significant
th
key figures and ideas of the 17
th
and 18 Century political, social
and economic philosophy
• Explain differences between
monarchical, colonial, authoritarian
and democratic governments
• Examine and explain the
transformation of political status
and rights of groups and individuals
• Explain the rise of the middle class,
the emergence of liberal ideas
(constitutionalism, participatory
government, civil rights) and active
citizenship
Economic Revolutions (Europe, U.S.
etc.)
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•
•
•

Describe and compare short and
long term economic consequences
of technological change
Explain how industrialization altered
relations within societies and
among nations and regions
Explain how an urbanized, factorybased system of production
replaced craft production by small
groups

HOST COUNTRY
Colonial America and U.S.
Independence
• Describe the colonial experience
• Describe the key figures, their
interests and compromises involved
in creating the new U.S. as a
government and nation
• Explain how the concepts of
federalism, checks and balances
and the three branches of
government operate
U.S. Civil War and Reconstruction
• Examine the causes and effects of
the Civil War from a geopolitical
standpoint
• Discuss the significance of the
Emancipation Proclamation and the
Gettysburg Address
• Analyze race relations and civil
rights today with reference to the
Civil War and Reconstruction
• Explain how industrial and
technological innovation

transformed economic production
patterns of work and domestic life
in different regions
Civil Rights from Reconstruction
• Examine how race relations and
civil rights changed from
Reconstruction through the 1960s

UNITED NATIONS
Declaration of Human Rights
• Identify principles central to the
United Nations Declaration of
Human Rights
• Explain the differences between the
idea of rights stated in documents
such as the U.S. Declaration of
Independence and those in the UN
Declaration of Human Rights

•

Describe the work of the UN in the
area of human rights

SKILLS
Investigation - Identifying, selecting
and ordering what is relevant as
evidence from a range of sources
and materials
• Develop a clear, focused research
question and find relevant sources
• Evaluate primary and secondary
sources as evidence
Analysis - Recognizing, connecting,
interpreting and evaluating, drawing
conclusions and/or problem solving
to demonstrated understanding of a
topic or question
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•
•
•
•

Recognize, apply and connect
relevant concepts
Recognize perspective and bias
Explain cause(s) and effect(s)
Make interpretations based on a
variety of sources

Communication - Creating, speaking,
using media and writing for a
specific purpose
• Demonstrate relevant information
and understanding in coherent and
meaningful ways
• Use standard referencing
conventions, including citations and
bibliography

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

(ELL)
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

English is the primary language of instruction at UNIS. Close to 1,500 students, speaking seventy different languages
may be represented at any one time.
Some students arrive at UNIS with little or no knowledge of English. On a regular basis, about ten percent of the student
body benefits from additional instruction in English.
The UNIS ELL teachers are responsible for the teaching and curriculum design of the K-12 program. The goal is to
ensure successful integration of ELL students into the UNIS community both academically and socially.
Upon entering UNIS, students who speak or write a language other than English at home, or are not fluent in English, are
assessed by the ELL teachers. Evaluation results place a student in beginning, intermediate or advanced ELL classes, or
in a full mainstream program.
From the first day of school, the ELL students are assigned to a homeroom with their peers. The placement into
homerooms ensures their constant exposure to English and allows for early integration into the UNIS community. For a
certain number of periods per day, depending on the level of the students’ English, they are instructed by ELL specialists.
For the complete ELL beginner, the focus is on verbal communication skills to enable the student to function in the new
environment. Reading and writing are used to reinforce grammatical structures and vocabulary. The intermediate ELL
student works on expanding vocabulary, increasing reading comprehension and refining writing skills, and facilitating
participation in mainstream classes. The advanced ELL student moves towards fluency in spoken and written English to
approximate grade level competency. Full integration into the UNIS mainstream curriculum takes place when a student
masters the advanced level ELL materials for the appropriate grade level and can comprehend content material used in
the mainstream classroom.

LANGUAGE SKILLS
Reading skills
Beginner
• Identify English letters and
numbers, both printed and cursive
forms
• Recognize sounds of the English
alphabet in oral reading
• Use basic English sight words
• Practice beginning reading and
comprehension skills, both silent
and oral
• Adapt content material for all
subject areas
• Recognize the importance of
reading independently for pleasure
in English and their mother tongue

•
•
•

Practice intermediate reading and
comprehension skills, both silent
and oral
Move towards independent
comprehension of mainstream
materials
Recognize importance of reading
independently for pleasure in
English and their mother tongue

Advanced
• Compare and contrast grade level
vocabulary and comprehension
with authentic texts, in both fiction
and non-fiction
• Use vocabulary and concepts to
follow all mainstream classes
independently
• Read with clear pronunciation,
intonation, and fluency
Intermediate
• Read in order to compare, contrast,
• Compare and contrast vocabulary
and analyze texts
for reading in varied contexts
• Recognize the importance of
• Identify vocabulary and concepts to
reading independently for pleasure
follow mainstream classes with
in English and their mother tongue
support
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Writing Skills
Beginner
• Write letters and numbers using
correct form
• Write simple words with ease and
fluency
• Write accurate simple sentences
• Use spelling rules
• Write early stage narratives
• Present work neatly and clearly
Intermediate
• Use compound sentences
• Develop creative and factual writing
• Identify and use basic writing skills
for mainstream courses
• Demonstrate intermediate spelling
skills
• Present work neatly and clearly
•
Use writing as a communicative
tool
Advanced
• Use advanced vocabulary,
concepts, and structures to write for
all mainstream classes
• Develop creative and factual writing

•
•
•
•

Compare, contrast, and analyze
texts
Demonstrate writing fluency for
communication
Proofread and edit own work
Present work neatly and clearly

Listening Skills
Beginner
• Follow one or two-step classroom
instructions
• Recognize and use basic English
vocabulary
• Communicate socially appropriate
responses
• Use basic communicative and
functional language
• Demonstrate basic English
sentence structure
Intermediate
• Follow multi-step classroom
instructions
• Identify and use appropriate
vocabulary in a variety subject
areas
• Demonstrate knowledge of social
registers
• Use communicative and functional
language skills necessary for
classroom and social situations
• Recognize and use more complex
English sentence structures
Advanced
• Explore and use a variety of
grammatically correct and
appropriate idiomatic structures
with ease
• Demonstrate near native
understanding of communicative
and functional language
• Demonstrate academic language
necessary to function in all
mainstream classes
Speaking skills
Beginner

•
•
•

Use a variety of grammatically
correct and appropriate idiomatic
structures with ease
Begin to show near native
understanding of communicative
and functional language
Begin to use academic language
necessary to function in all
mainstream classes

Intermediate
• Explore and use communicative
and functional language skills in
social and academic settings
• Discuss and compare vocabulary in
order to discuss subjects in content
area classes
• Demonstrate a command of
intermediate rules of grammar and
syntax
• Use basic verb tenses correctly
• i) Present tense - simple and
continuous
• ii) Past tenses - simple and
continuous
•
iii) Simple future
• Use compound/complex sentences
• Demonstrate appropriate rhythm,
intonation, and accurate
pronunciation
Advanced
• Demonstrate communicative and
functional language both social and
academic at near native fluency
• Explore and use academic
vocabulary to function in all
mainstream classes
• Demonstrate the rules of grammar
and syntax
• Demonstrate correct usage of
complex verb tenses
• Demonstrate appropriate rhythm,
intonation, and accurate
pronunciation

LEARNING SKILLS
Responsibility
• Fulfill commitments
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•

Complete and submit class work,
homework, assignments on time

Organization
• Manage learning materials and
equipment
• Establish priorities and manage
time
• Use class time appropriately
Independent work
• Follow instructions
• Seek assistance when required
• Show resourcefulness in carrying
out independent work
Collaboration
• Respond constructively to the ideas
and opinions of others
• Work as part of a group to achieve
goals
Initiative
• Demonstrate curiosity and a
willingness to take on new ideas,
concepts, and experiences
• Approach new tasks positively
• Assess and reflect critically on
personal strengths and areas for
improvement

CONTENT SUPPORT
In addition to teaching academic
English skills and providing
individualized support, ELL teachers
also offer lessons and resources to
support students’ work for their
mainstream classes. ELL teachers
liaise with the Math, Science, English,
and Humanities teachers at their grade
levels and help them differentiate for
UNIS ELL students. Where possible,
we encourage our students to advocate
for their own learning and work to give
them increased understanding of the
social and emotional aspects of
studying and living in a host country
and an English-speaking environment.

TECHNOLOGY
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

The elective courses in the Tutorial House teach students the technological skills required to make original digital work.
This line of technical study, much of which uses industry-standard technologies, works in tandem with sections on
electronics, robotics, design, storyboarding and narrative storytelling, experiments in sound and image, composition,
graphic design and programming. There is a large campus audience for student work, and many graduates of the program
create digital portfolios. Their work helps them gain admission to college programs in technology, arts and sciences.

TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS
AND CONCEPTS
Use technology appropriately
• Understand various methods of
inputting information using text,
image, sound tools and the input
devices and editing software
associated with them
• Demonstrate mastery of
terminology in discussing
technology hardware and software
• Make effective use of file systems
and storage media to organize files
• Independently troubleshoot
systems and applications

DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP
Understand issues related to the
safe and responsible use of
technology
• Demonstrate an understanding of
the responsibilities associated with
using online tools, including
membership in social networking
sites, taking a stand against
cyberbullying and practicing other
positive principles of netiquette
• Demonstrate understanding of
advantages and disadvantages of
technology in daily life, including
self-monitoring of technology use
and time management with regard
to technology use
• Protect your own and others private
information online
• Demonstrate proper respect for
copyright and ethical guidelines and
give proper credit when using other
people's work

•
•

Understand copyright issues and
fair use when using online
resources
Understand and apply the school
technology agreement

CREATIVITY AND
INNOVATION
Demonstrate creative thinking, build
knowledge, and develop products
and/or solutions using technology
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Choose appropriate Web 2.0 tools
to demonstrate creative thinking,
build knowledge, participate in the
design process, share ideas and
collaborate responsibly in groups
Select and use multimedia tools
and applications for creation and
presentation of digital content
Demonstrate independent problem
solving skill in a masterful and
strategic manner
Create complex, layered graphics
using the appropriate tools
Transfer current knowledge to
learning of new technologies
Write simple programs in a
structured language
Understand principles of editing
motion pictures and discover the
meaning-making potential of
juxtaposing images
Make pristine sound recordings and
mix them with the goal of artistic
expression or narrative progression
Make skillfully framed, exposed,
color balanced, and focused video
images with a basic understanding
of light and optics
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•

Create and map textures on
models, position lights, and animate
with key framing in a process
related to 3-D animation software

COMMUNICATION AND
COLLABORATION
Use digital media (email, blogs,
chats, and Moodle) to support
learning and contribute to the
learning of others
• Choose from a plethora of skills
developed while using technology
tools and decide which are most
appropriate for specific digital
presentations in order to create
such works
• Use multiple Web 2.0 tools to
independently generate project
ideas, engage in a creative process
and collaborate with peers,
teachers and the world
• Compile an electronic portfolio

RESEARCH AND
INFORMATION
Use digital tools to gather, evaluate,
and make use of information.
• Use a data organization tool for
gathering of information and
evaluating information using
formulae and creating charts and
graphs
• Select the most appropriate
resources in a self-guided, critical
and evaluative manner while using
learning resources independently
• Make interpretations and inferences
from a range of electronic sources
• Curate and compile key research
tools and sources that will form a

foundation for these students'
•
academic activities in future with
awareness of crowd-sourcing and
•
new forms of information groupings

CRITICAL THINKING,
PROBLEM SOLVING AND
DECISION MAKING
Use critical thinking skills to plan
and conduct research, manage
projects, solve problems

•

Compare, evaluate and contrast
sources of electronic information
Plan compositions of layered
sounds and images while
simultaneously developing
understanding of an analytical,
critical and creative process
Write and research in order to
create a framework/structure for
moving
image/narrative/storytelling/sound
projects
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•
•

Understand virtual modeling in an
environment with 3-D axes
Understand virtual cameras in
perspective views and orthographic
views in a 3-D modeling software

LIBRARY
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

As information centers of UNIS, our libraries promote learning within and beyond the library walls by fostering the school’s
mission through:
•

Providing access to global information and literature resources in a wide variety of formats

•

Teaching library skills, critical thinking and the ethical use of ideas and information to achieve academic
excellence

•

Encouraging reading and literature appreciation to promote an understanding of cultural diversity

READING
Read books that are appropriate to
their reading level, level of
sophistication and interests
• Examine materials to identify
appropriate level
• Explore book displays
• Investigate the realm of “classics”
Choose challenging materials
• Use reading lists developed by
librarians and teachers
• Follow through suggestions from
librarians and teachers
Select and read resources from and
about different countries and
cultures
• Select from list of books provided
by librarians and teachers
Read in additional modern language
• Seek advice from the librarian to
read level appropriate books in
French or in Spanish

INFORMATION LITERACY
AND RESEARCH
Apply a systematic process to find
information
• Define the research questions.
• Identify general sources to start
research (i.e. print and electronic
encyclopedias)
• Generate keywords and phrases
associated with topic
Conduct focused electronic
searches through the library catalog
and databases using keywords

•
•
•
•

Use keywords to search table of
contents and index to locate
information
Use keywords to search the library
catalog
Use keywords to search online
databases and websites
Find information using keywords in
a variety of sources

Construct accurate referencing
• Identify the different components of
a bibliographic citation
• Create a detailed bibliography
using a formatting tool (i.e.
Noodletools)
• Reference in the text using
parenthetical notes

Select useful and appropriate
sources from a wide range of media
for units of study or personal
interests
• Evaluate the relevance of print and
online sources in order to select the
most appropriate
• Evaluate the authority of the
sources in order to select the most
Recognize and use appropriate and
appropriate
authoritative websites for a variety of
• Focus searches for relevant
projects
information in subscription
• Assess the quality of websites for
databases by using appropriate
academic research projects
keywords
Extract information for meaning and Understand the difference between
to create new knowledge
primary and secondary sources and
• Take notes from a variety of
how to use them in research projects
sources
• Locate primary sources relevant to
• Organize and evaluate information
their project
systematically
• Evaluate the importance of sources
Use specialized reference materials
• Use databases and specialized
encyclopedias for information
• Use relevant e-references from the
school website
• Access public library for specialized
reference sources

Organize and present information in
a systematic and original manner
• Recognize the difference between
quoting, paraphrasing, and
plagiarizing
• Paraphrase
• Select original quotes
• Combine information using their
own voices
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in the context of their research
Make inferences, analyze and draw
conclusions from information
• Identify information that is
embedded in the text
• Categorize and record relevant
information in note form
Produce research projects or
assignments in a variety of formats

•

Present research conclusions, in
various forms, following classroom
protocol and rubric

INDEPENDENT LEARNING
Identify, find, and use complex
resources for personal interest and
units of study
• Use keywords in searching the
electronic catalog
• Browse the electronic catalog and
collection to select relevant
materials
• Surf the internet for appropriate
information
• Use subscription databases for
appropriate information

SOCIAL RESPONISIBLITY
Use proper library procedures
• Follow the rules of the library (noise
level movement, food, respectful
attitude)
Use library materials responsibly
• Handle materials with care
including electronic devices
• Check out and return materials in a
timely manner
Respect the different needs of
students in the library setting
• Work alone or in groups quietly

Recognize what constitutes
plagiarism
• Gain an in-depth understanding of
Select, use, and evaluate a variety of
the meaning of plagiarism
resources for research
• Determine the best sources for their Use sources ethically
purposes based on currency,
• Record information from a given
relevance, authority, etc.
source in their own words
•
Identify sources and parts of a
Use the classification system
bibliographic entry
effectively and independently
•
Cite their sources in text using
• Find resources using Dewey
parenthetical
notes
Decimal numbers
Follow instructions, whether written Identify what constitutes an
authoritative source
or oral
• Listen to, read and follow directions • Recognize the importance of giving
credit to the author
Take initiative for personal learning
• Recognize that quality of sources
• Apply previously learned
can vary
instructions independently
• Use recommended sources
Select, use, and evaluate the most
informative and appropriate sources
independently
• Apply the previously learned
processes (keyword searching, use
of index, etc.), to determine the
best sources

LIBRARY SERVICES
rd

The 3 floor school library hours are
from 8 am to 5 pm, Monday to
Thursday, and from 8 am to 4 pm on
Friday. Students may come to the
library on their own time before
morning registration, during short
break, lunch and after school to do
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school-related activities and personal
reading.
Students and families may access
both the library catalog and the
external databases from home. At
home, go to the UNIS homepage
(www.unis.org). From the drop-down
menu under the community tab at the
top, select library. Login and you will
able to use the Online Catalogs and
Resources. The necessary username
and password for individual databases
are listed next to each icon or name.
Click on the icon for the database
using the saved username and
password.
Internet access is provided on
computer stations and laptops in the
library in addition to a student’s
personal laptop. Students are allowed
to do school-related work on these
computers, following the UNIS
Acceptable Use Policy.
Students must log in to the electronic
catalog in order to access their library
accounts. This allows them to see what
materials they have checked out and
which might be overdue, write book
reviews of titles we own, and create
personal book lists. Library materials
must be brought to the library in order
to be renewed; this service is not
available on the web. For research and
leisure reading outside the UNIS library,
we encourage students to obtain a
public library card.

LIBRARY
Research & Writing
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

As information centers of UNIS, our libraries promote learning within and beyond the library walls by fostering the school’s
mission through:
•

Providing access to global information and literature resources in a wide variety of format

•

Teaching library skills, critical thinking and the ethical use of ideas and information to achieve academic
excellence

•

Encouraging reading and literature appreciation to promote an understanding of cultural diversity

INFORMATION LITERACY
AND RESEARCH
Apply a systematic process to find
information
• Define the research questions.
• Identify general sources to start
research (i.e. print and electronic
encyclopedias)
• Generate keywords and phrases
associated with topic
Conduct focused electronic
searches through the library catalog
and databases using keywords
• Use keywords to search table of
contents and index to locate
information
• Use keywords to search the library
catalog
• Use keywords to search online
databases and websites
• Find information using keywords in
a variety of sources

Extract information for meaning and
to create new knowledge
• Take notes from a variety of
sources
• Organize and evaluate information
systematically
Organize and present information in
a systematic and original manner
• Recognize the difference between
quoting, paraphrasing, and
plagiarizing
• Paraphrase
• Select original quotes
• Combine information using
personal voice

Understand the difference between
primary and secondary sources and
how to use them in research projects
• Locate primary sources relevant to
their project
• Evaluate the importance of sources
in the context of their research
Make inferences, analyze and draw
conclusions from information
• Identify information that is
embedded in the text
• Categorize and record relevant
information in note form

Produce research projects or
assignments in a variety of formats
• Present research conclusions, in
Construct accurate referencing
various forms, following classroom
• Identify the different components of
instructions
a bibliographic citation
• Create a detailed bibliography
INDEPENDENT LEARNING
using a formatting tool (i.e.
Noodletools)
Select, use, and evaluate a variety of
resources for research
• Reference in the text using
parenthetical notes
• Determine the best sources for their
purposes based on currency,
Use specialized reference materials Select useful and appropriate
relevance, authority, etc.
• Use databases and specialized
sources from a wide range of media
encyclopedias for information
for units of study or personal
Use the classification system
• Use relevant e-references from the interests
effectively and independently
school website
• Evaluate the relevance of print and • Find resources using Dewey
• Access public library for specialized
online sources in order to select the
Decimal numbers
reference sources
most appropriate
Follow instructions, whether written
Recognize and use appropriate and • Evaluate the authority of the
or oral
sources in order to select the most
authoritative websites for a variety of
• Listen to, read and follow directions
appropriate
projects
• Focus searches for relevant
Select, use, and evaluate the most
• Assess the quality of websites for
information
in
subscription
informative and appropriate sources
academic research projects
databases by using appropriate
independently
keywords
• Apply the previously learned
processes (keyword searching, use
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of index, etc.) to determine the best Use sources ethically
sources
• Record information from a given
source in their own words
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
• Identify sources and parts of a
bibliographic entry
Recognize what constitutes
• Cite their sources in text using
plagiarism
parenthetical notes
• Gain an in-depth understanding of
the meaning of plagiarism
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Identify what constitutes an
authoritative source
• Recognize the importance of giving
credit to the author
• Recognize that quality of sources
can vary
• Use recommended sources

MATHEMATICS
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

Mathematical learning builds on the curiosity and enthusiasm of children through developmentally appropriate experiences
that challenge children to explore ideas and to take risks in their learning. We believe that mathematics learning must be
active, rich in language, and filled with problem-solving opportunities. Our mathematics program is one where
mathematics is taught for understanding. Students acquire mathematical concepts and skills through practical tasks, reallife problems and investigations of mathematical ideas. Embedded into each strand of the UNIS math curriculum are
process standards that cover mathematical reasoning, contextualization, problem solving and computational fluency.
As students deepen their mathematical understanding both collaboratively and independently, they are able to
demonstrate their abilities to apply mathematical knowledge and skills in context.

Set Theory
• Understand relationships among
AND OPERATIONS
numbers, and number systems
•
Develop an understanding of the
The Concepts of Number
concepts of a set, subset, element,
• Develop a deeper understanding of
empty set, set notation
very large and very small numbers
•
Distinguish
between complement of
and of various representations of
a
set,
disjoint
sets, union and
them
intersection of two sets, Venn
• Understand numbers, ways of
diagram
representing numbers, relationships
among various numbers
Representation
• Create and use representations to
• Compare and contrast the
organize, record, and communicate
properties of numbers and number
mathematical ideas
systems, including the rational, the
irrational and real numbers
• Select, apply, and translate among
• Round numbers to different
mathematical representations to
degrees of accuracy (especially 3
solve problems
significant figures)
• Use various representations to help
understand the effects of simple
Choose Computational Method
transformations and their
• Develop fluency in operations with
compositions
Real Numbers using mental
Use representations to model and
•
computations or paper-and-pencil
interpret physical, social, and
calculations for simpler situations
mathematical phenomena
and technology for more
complicated cases
ALGEBRA
• Judge the effects of such
Patterns with Variables
operations as multiplication,
division, and computing powers and • Use symbolic algebra to represent
and explain mathematical
roots on the magnitudes of
relationships
quantities
• Judge the reasonableness of
• Revisit linear equations and
inequalities, absolute value
numerical computations and their
expressions, compound inequalities
results
• Use Graphic Display Calculators
• Generate patterns using the
formulas of relations and functions
(GDC) to enhance presentation in
certain topics

NUMBER SENSE
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Algebraic Expressions
• Understand the meaning of
equivalent forms of expressions
• Perform various operations with
polynomial including multiplication
and long division
• Factor algebraic expressions and
use factoring to simplify
expressions
• Understand algebraic identities
• Simplify rational expressions
Equations and Inequalities
• Formulate equations and
inequalities in a range of situations
• Solve linear equations and
inequalities and describe the
solutions using numbers, symbols,
and/or graphs
• Solve quadratics by factoring, by
quadratic formula and by
completing the square
• Solve quadratics by using a graphic
calculator and appropriate
computer software
• Solve rational equations
• Solve an equation for a specified
variable
Variations and Rates of Change
• Understand direct and indirect
variations
• Approximate and interpret rates of
change from numerical and
graphical data
• Draw conclusions from graphs
• Analyze variations using different
models of representations

Word Problems
• Solve various word problems and
apply to real life situations

GEOMETRY

Shapes and their properties
• Provide the definitions of the basic
STATISTICS AND
geometric objects
• Draw and construct representations
PROBABILITY
of two- and three-dimensional
Collecting data
geometric objects using a variety of
• Use various methods to collect data
tools
and sample
• List and analyze properties;
• Understand histograms, parallel
determine attributes of two- and
box plots, scatterplots and use
three-dimensional objects
them to display data
• Define similar and congruent
•
Use graphing calculator for
shapes
displaying data and computing
Deductive Geometry
results
• Establish the validity of geometric
• Solve problems involving
conjectures using deduction, prove
probabilities using tree diagrams,
theorems, and critique arguments
Venn diagrams, and two
made by others
dimensional groups

•
•

Discuss and perform problemsolving strategies
Use geometric ideas to solve
problems in, and gain insights into,
other disciplines and other areas of
interest such as art and architecture

MEASUREMENT
Various Formulas
• Translate phrases into formula
• Understand and use formulas to
determine areas of polygons,
surface area and volume of
geometric figures, including
pyramids, cones cylinders, and
spheres
• Use the Pythagorean theorem,
sine, cosine, and tangent ratios to
calculate the unknown
measurements in 2-D and 3-D

Geometrical Transformations
• Develop and represent translations, Various computations
reflections, rotations, and dilations • Compute areas of polygons,
surface area and volume of
of objects in the plane by using
geometric figures, including
sketches, coordinates, vectors
pyramids, cones, cylinders, and
Coordinate Geometry
spheres
• Specify locations and describe
• Perform computations with degree
spatial relationships using
measure for angles and degree
coordinate geometry and other
measure for temperature
representational system
Units and Systems of Measurement
• Plot points, draw shapes and
• Distinguish between the unit
objects
systems and understand the
• Use Cartesian coordinates and
process of measurement
other
coordinate
systems
to
Data analysis and probability
•
Make decisions about units and
analyze
geometric
situations
• Understand the concepts of sample
scales that are appropriate for
•
Investigate
conjectures
involving
and probability distribution and
problem situations involving
twoand
threedimensional
objects
construct sample spaces and
measurement
with
Cartesian
coordinates
distributions in simple cases
• Use unit analysis to check
Problem Solving and Modeling
measurement computations
• Use visualization, spatial reasoning, • Solve problems involving direct and
and geometric modeling to solve
indirect variations
problems
Statistical methods
• Recognize factors that influence
statistical survey results and their
graphs
• Construct and interpret scatter plots
and pie diagrams
• Present data in simple or grouped
frequency tables
• Construct and interpret cumulative
frequency polygon
• Analyze data and compare data
sets to reach conclusions and
discuss their validity
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MODERN LANGUAGE
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

The Modern Language curriculum is a key component of the UNIS instructional program. Students develop strong
communication skills in one language from Kindergarten and begin a second language in the Middle Three Year. UNIS
also fosters Mother Tongue instruction at all levels for all languages within the educational program as well as in the afterschool program.
UNIS believes that learning additional languages and supporting Mother Tongue and/or Heritage Language instruction
contributes to the holistic development of students. The program fosters the enhancement of language skills necessary to
succeed in different communicative situations. It exposes students to a broad cultural environment that helps promote
understanding of world societies through languages.
UNIS benchmarks have been designed to reflect the European Framework skills set (reading, writing, speaking and
listening) through where appropriate, the lens of Communication, Comparisons, Communities, Culture and/or Connections.

COMMUNICATION
Effective communication
● Analyze and react to past & present
situations (global issues, politics,
current affairs)
● Interpret authentic texts from a
variety of genres
● Compare and contrast Global
issues in written and oral form
● Present information to an audience
using different media
● Write personal letters describing
experiences, feelings etc.
● Take part in a discussion in the
target language
● Carry out a prepared interview
● Exchange, check and confirm
information from a variety of
sources
● Express and respond to information
gleaned from a variety of sources in
the written form
● Use technology tools effectively in
order to enhance (written, oral,
visual) expression
● Follow clearly articulate speech
directed to them in everyday
conversations
● Extrapolate the meaning of
occasional unknown words from the

●

●
●

●
●
●

context and deduce sentence
meaning from text on familiar topics
Express and respond to feelings
such as surprise, happiness,
sadness, interest and indifference
Ask for and follow detailed
instructions
Summarize and give opinion or
reaction to an article, text,
interview, movie or documentary
Write connected texts on a range of
familiar subjects
Write short essays on familiar
topics
Take notes, collect pieces of
information from several sources
and summarize in writing

CONNECTIONS
Content & Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL)
● Explore and reflect on self-identity
and resulting relationships
● Compare and Contrast multiple
approaches and viewpoints on
various topics in different
disciplines (written and oral)
● Use authentic resources in a
variety of situations
● Compare, contrast and discuss a
variety of life and cultural
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●

●
●

experiences of themselves and
others (written and oral)
Compare and contrast background
knowledge in similar situations in
the target language
Access different written, visual and
oral authentic sources
Identify the main conclusions in an
argumentative text

COMPARISONS
Mutual understanding
● Highlight similarities and
differences between viewpoints on
global issues
● Distinguish between the different
levels of discourse (oral and
written)
● Compare and contrast linguistic
structures
● Participate effectively in
discussions and debates
● Compare and contrast differences
between their cultures and those of
the target language
● Compare and contrast alternative
solutions to global issues
● Communicate respectfully and
develop an understanding of
cultural and linguistic differences

COMMUNITIES & CULTURE

●

Communicate needs and feelings
with their community
● Participate in cultural activities
organized in the local community
● Understand the role of languages in ●
creating relationships between
nations

●
Compare and contrast issues
related to the UN (human rights,
●
conflict resolution, gender etc.) in
the target language (oral and
●
written)
Identify cultural differences
between their own and that of other
cultures
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Use information in debates,
discussions and written text
Use cultural codes (formal and
informal) in a variety of situations
Identify and use information from a
variety of sources (written, oral and
visual)

MUSIC
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial
House
Ensembles

The UNIS music program offers students the opportunity to function as skilled and literate performers, active listeners,
passionate creators and informed critics. Participants become part of a group dynamic, developing an understanding of
their unique role as an individual in that group. Music making enriches the mind, the body and the spirit and motivates
students to go beyond their comfort zone, find solutions, and explore the full range of human emotion which ultimately
provides a model for participation in a global community.
We believe that a rich musical experience involves the exploration, study and performance of music from diverse cultures.
The curriculum includes the extensive study of various musical styles and techniques, the study of music notation, as well
as the tradition of music making and performance. As students deepen their musical understanding both collaboratively
and independently, they are able to demonstrate their abilities to apply musical knowledge and skills in context.

ACTIVE MUSIC MAKING
Performing in a musical ensemble
(strings, winds, voice)
• Perform with technical competence
and musical expression appropriate
to repertoire
• Maintain lessons and practice
routine; prepare repertoire for
rehearsal

LISTENING AND ANALYZING
Students listen analytically to
themselves and others
• Apply independent criteria to
evaluate performances (live and
recorded)
• Recognize and describe specific
musical genres and cultures
• Understand context and function in
a variety of repertoire

Students learn the collaborative
INTERPRETING
skills necessary to participate as a
positive member of the group
(WRITTEN AND AURAL
• Balance individual and group needs
PERCEPTION)
by observing appropriate rehearsal
Developing the skills necessary to
behaviors (punctuality, prepared
become independent music learners
with materials)
• Read and interpret notation,
• Collaborate productively at all
expressive indications, articulations
rehearsals and dress rehearsals
with fluency
leading to performance
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•

•

•

Recognize more complex notation,
key signatures and compound and
mixed meters
Recognize key stylistic elements in
standard Western and non-western
repertoire from the written score
Make performance choices based
on an understanding of the style
and genre of the music

INTERDISCIPLINARY
PROCESS STANDARDS
•
•
•
•
•

Abstract and creative thinking
Self-expression
Communication
Community building/social
responsibility
Working through challenges

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(PE)
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

The Mission of UNIS’ Physical Education program is to engage students’ interest in physical development and
competence through lifelong fitness, recreational and competitive activities. The curriculum aims to promote students’
acquisition and application of movement, skills and knowledge. It provides a diversified program allowing for opportunities
to think critically, to collaborate and to reflect, as each student creates an awareness and ability to define their personal
growth and physical wellbeing.
During Physical Education at this level, students tackle complex and demanding activities, applying their knowledge of
skills, techniques and effective performance. They decide whether to get involved in physical activity that is mainly
focused on competing or performing, on promoting health and wellbeing, or on developing personal fitness. They also
decide on which roles suit them best including performer, coach, choreographer, leader and/or official. The view they have
of their skillfulness and physical competence gives them the confidence to get involved in exercise and activity out of
school and in later life.
The UNIS scheme of work draws together parts of the programs of study to create a framework that shows how students
might be helped to progress. In PE, this includes progression in:
•

Acquiring and developing skills

•

Selecting and applying skills, tactics and compositional ideas

•

Evaluating and improving performance

•

Knowledge and understanding of fitness and health

These four aspects are closely linked and are developed through the physical activity students’ carry out. For example,
the evaluating and improving of performance will take into account the relationship between developing, selecting and
applying skills, tactics and compositional ideas, and fitness and health. The quality of a performance and the selection of
skills, tactics and compositional ideas are affected by the range and level of skills, the type and degree of fitness and the
understanding of the concept of the activity.

GAMES ACTIVITIES

•

Invasion Games e.g. Soccer
•
Net/Wall Games e.g. Tennis
Striking/Fielding Games e.g. Softball

Recognize and evaluate the impact
fitness has on performance and
activity has on fitness
Develop and improve personal
fitness continuously

Evaluate and improve performance
Acquire and develop skills
• Improve skills and performance as
• Plan for and make use of advanced
a result of analysis
techniques
• Develop leadership and more
advance collaborative skills
Select and apply skills, tactics and
compositional ideas
DANCE & CREATIVE
• Use principles of play to plan for
MOVEMENT
and implement advanced strategies
and tactics, and then adapt them as Gymnastics
needed
Dance

Select and apply skills, tactics and
compositional ideas
• Compose and implement complex
sequences
• Adapt a composition to meet the
needs of the performers

Apply knowledge and understanding
of fitness and health
• Monitor personal (and peer)
exercise and fitness levels related
to performance
• Devise, implement and monitor
personal (and peer) exercise,
conditioning and fitness programs
• Use principles and strategies of
safe and effective exercising to
Apply knowledge and understanding
improve performance
Acquire and develop skills
of fitness and health
•
Recognize and evaluate the impact
• Plan for and make use of advanced
• Monitor personal exercise and
fitness has on performance in
techniques in a particular style of
fitness levels related to game
dance, gymnastics and other
creative movement
performance
creative movement activities and
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the effect this kind of activity has on •
personal fitness

Build and develop skill competency
in new activities

Evaluate and improve performance
• Improve ability to critically analyze
personal (and peer) performances
• Develop leadership and more
advanced collaborative skills

fitness programs based on the
principles of safe and effective
exercise
Recognize and evaluate the impact
fitness has on performance

Select and apply skills, tactics and
•
compositional ideas
• Use principles of effective
performance to plan and implement Evaluate and improve performance
advanced strategies and tactics for • Improve ability to analyze and
competing in different events and
develop personal performance
ATHLETIC ACTIVITIES
then adapt them as needed
levels
• Develop leadership and more
Fitness for Life
Apply knowledge and understanding
advance collaborative skills
Track and Field
of fitness and health
Yoga/Pilates
• Know how to continue to improve
Acquire and develop skills
personal fitness
• Show precision, control and fluency • Devise, implement and monitor
in a range of chosen events
personal and peer exercise and
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SCIENCE
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 1

An understanding of science is an essential component of modernity. Science is both an activity for generating knowledge
about the natural world and a set of ideas - the mental models of chemists, physicists and biologists - about the origin and
content of that world and the interactions that take place in it. While only a small number of individuals will become
professional scientists, all our lives are being transformed by technology and the application of these ideas. Challenging
ethical issues arise with each new scientific discovery, and changing scientific ideas shape and reshape our thinking about
who we are.
The UNIS science program seeks to establish a climate of learning in which students feel that asking questions and
evaluating the answers to those questions is the legitimate business of science. Students learn that only ideas that can be
tested experimentally are scientific ideas, and that science proceeds by making predictions based on these ideas and
testing them. The program is designed to develop in students the practice of critical thinking and logical argument, and to
encourage, recognize and value creativity in finding solutions to scientific and technological problems.

BIOLOGY
The heart and cardiovascular system
• Explain the structure and function
of the heart
• Explain the circulation of the blood
• Explain the role of the lungs in gas
exchange
• Record EKGs and explain how the
rate of the heartbeat is controlled
• Describe things that can go wrong
with the heart

•
•
•

Explain how enzymes help break
down food into single molecules
Explain how enzymes build single
molecules into the materials out of
which our bodies are made
Understand and explain the causes
of infant diarrhea, and the
effectiveness of rehydration salts
supplied by UNICEF

The kidney and excretory system
• Explain how waste products are
removed from the blood by the
kidneys and excreted in the urine
• Know that the functional unit of the
kidney is the nephron
• Know that dialysis and kidney
transplants are two responses to
kidney failure
• Investigate the international kidney
trade

The blood and immune system
• Know the components of the blood
and what they do
• Understand hemophilia as a
genetic disease
• Explain how the immune system
protects the body against disease
• Know that the immune system
responds differently to bacteria and The reproductive system
viruses
• Compare and contrast the parts of
• Define vaccination
the male and female reproductive
• Explain HIV and AIDS
systems and their functions
•
Explain the relationship between
The digestive system
female hormone levels and
• Know the different types of food
menstruation
• Compare and contrast the parts of
•
Understand and explain the
the digestive system and what they
processes of pregnancy and
do
childbirth
• Understand that nutrients must
•
Interpret sonograms
cross the barrier which separates
•
Perform karyotyping
the outside world from the inside
•
Explain the different means of
world
contraception
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The brain and nervous system
• Define the parts of the brain and
what they do
• Interpret MRIs and EEGs as nonintrusive techniques for getting
information about brain function
• Compare and contrast types,
causes and treatment for different
brain malfunctions
• Explain the structure and functions
of a neuron
• Explain how impulses travel along
the axon and are transferred from
one neuron to another at a synapse
• Understand and explain how
neurons connect in the central
nervous system

CHEMISTRY
Atomic structure
• Explain atomic structure
• Explain electron configurations
The periodic table
• Understand and explain periodicity
Bonding
• Understand and define ionic
bonding
• Understand and define covalent
bonding
• Distinguish ionic and covalent
bonded compounds, based on their
properties

Chemical equations
• Identify the information that can be
obtained from balanced equations
• Identify and explain five types of
reaction: combustion,
decomposition, synthesis, single
and double displacement

PHYSICS
Elementary mechanics
• Explain the nature of a force
• Understand that the lever, the
pulley, the wheel and axle are
simple machines
• State the definitions of work and
power in physics
• Understand the bicycle as a
compound machine
• Explain the gears system of a
bicycle
• Apply the concepts of work and
power to a bicycle
• Perform calculations based on data
generated by a transducerequipped bicycle
• Design a bicycle with bike CAD

Electricity
• Describe the nature of electric
charge
• Understand an electric current as
moving electric charges
• Construct simple electric circuits
• Measure the current and the
voltage across a resistor
• Measure and explain the current
and the voltage of resistors in
series and in parallel
• Explain the relationship between
current and voltage in a conductor
• State Ohm’s law
• Define electrical power
Magnetism
• Know and explain the properties of
magnets
• Explain electromagnetism

SCIENCE SKILLS
Experimental Work
• Explain the relationship between
theory and experimental design for
any given experiment
• Record quantitative and qualitative
data accurately
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•

Specify requirements for an
experiment to yield meaningful
data, and identify limitations in any
experimental design

Analysis
• Solve mathematical and conceptual
problems
• Interpret data presented in different
formats, including tables and
graphs
• Justify the validity of the
conclusions in any experimental
investigation
Communication
• Communicate ideas,
understandings, procedures and
findings in written, spoken and
media-based modes
• Use scientific language correctly,
including representing quantities
and relationships in mathematical
form
• Construct tables and graphs, both
bar and line, by hand and/or with
computer software

Tutorial Two
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ART
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

Tutorial One and Tutorial Two students in the Art Dimensions course work on projects in drawing, painting, sculpture,
printmaking and basic computer graphics. This course advances skills learned in Middle School and provides some
opportunity for more independent work. In the Drawing course, students learn more traditional observation and
interpretation drawing skills that help prepare them for the IB program and possible art school applications.

OBSERVING

•

Recognize connections between
personal, cultural, or
interdisciplinary contexts, in
projects
Discuss and consider art concepts
in relation to contexts presented
Observe quality and choose media
for expression
Use past techniques learned with
new techniques

Drawing
• Show facility in observing and
•
representing contour, volume,
layered forms, light and shadow
•
• Construct space and objects in
observed, convincing, or expressive
•
ways
• Apply clear contours and observe
fine detail in objects
INVESTIGATING
• Select and use media intentionally
Investigation process
Observing Art, process, and context
• Create thumbnails and working
• Observe closely works of art,
drawings for brainstorming and idea
objects and environment in relation
development
to art concepts and assigned
• Develop personal ideas and
projects
solutions to project guidelines
• Describe, analyze and interpret art
during the creative process
using relevant Art vocabulary
• Explore several alternatives in
• Support personal interpretations
media, and composition
with observations and contextual
• Demonstrate successful solutions
knowledge
to presented problems in design of
• Attend to and understand a
project
demonstrated process or the
• Present plans
application of a specific technique
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Studio Technique
• Show refinement and imagination in
technical and conceptual skills
through exercises and projects

CREATING
Realizing finished projects
• Organize art creation in a
sequential procedure
• Understand unit concepts through
projects, exercises and assessment
• Apply demonstrated media and
techniques with imagination and
intention
• Selects and apply media and
techniques using methods
demonstrated with a personal
approach
• Resolve technical problems that
arise by applying concepts
independently
• Revise, refine, and complete
projects according to guidelines
• Work to the best of ability
• Show attachment to work

ENGLISH
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

English is the first language of the school, and as such, it serves multiple purposes, as a means of communication for the
community, as the medium of instruction in most other core subjects, and as a discrete discipline with its own curriculum.
The strands of reading, writing, listening, and speaking are at the heart of all of the work our children do in all of their
classes, in school and at home, individually and in groups. These components are not separate but rather in constant
interaction and reflect the changing demands of literacy today.
Our goal is to help students attain their highest possible levels in all areas of English. We want them to gain a
sophisticated command of the language, develop their capacity for self-expression, use language as a means to clarify
thinking, unleash their imaginations, and construct meaning from the world around them through participation in oral
activities, writing in different genres, and reading of fine literature.

READING
Recognize and analyze specific
characteristics of the four genres of
fiction, non-fiction, drama, and
poetry
• Read full-length and short works
written in English and in translation
from among classic, modern, and
contemporary texts
• Identify, describe, and discuss the
elements of a text that distinguish
one genre from another
• Paraphrase and summarize
authors’ words
• Describe the literal level, tone,
structure, and purpose of a text
• Identify literary techniques an
author uses such as symbolism,
imagery, and figurative language
• Explain the different stylistic and
artistic devices authors use to
create point of view, plot, setting,
and character
• Analyze the distinctions between
linear and non-linear storytelling
techniques
• Identify and analyze key passages
and close textual details
• Determine their areas of strength
and the skills they need to improve
upon in reading and critical analysis
Expand vocabulary, knowledge of
the etymology of words, and
understanding of the structure of
written English from course texts,
the dictionary, and enrichment
reading

•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify, define, and use complex
vocabulary from assigned reading
Expand vocabulary in their
responses to reading
Identify key words and phrases in a
given text
Deconstruct, combine, and
reconstruct sentences and
paragraphs in texts
Explain the importance of authors’
use of diction and syntax in written
English
Explain idiomatic expressions and
identify different classifications of
word etymologies

Understand the relationship between
the literature they study, their
personal experience, and their wider
reading
• Participate in group discussions
reflecting on their reading of world
literature
• Read a variety of texts from
different time periods and places for
pleasure
• Respond to texts in various written,
oral, dramatic, representational,
and electronic forms
• Identify the similarities and
differences between the
circumstances, emotions, and
events in an author’s work and in
their own lives
• Find and discuss aspects of a work
that locate it as a piece with a
cultural, artistic, or linguistic
signature
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Understand the educational uses of
visual and non-print media
• Use multi-media sources in
presentations and projects to show
understanding of character, theme,
plot, and setting in literature texts
• Explain the choices a storyteller
makes in the narrative structure of
film
• Analyze the development of
characters and the significance of
setting in film
• Compare the use of point of view in
novel and film

WRITING
Recognize, respond to, and imitate
in their own writing the specific
features of expository, imaginative,
and poetry texts
● Keep journals of guided and free
response to the literature studied
● Select, copy out, mark up, and
respond to key passages in
selected texts
● Identify and imitate authors’ styles,
structures, and artistic choices in
their own writing
● Write in different forms for varied
purposes and different audiences
● Write analytic single-text and
comparative literary essays with
effective structure, close detail, and
textual support
● Develop creative projects, such as
triptychs, posters, charts, visual
models, and art displays in
response to literary techniques in
texts

●
●

Create scenes, skits, and shows
drawing on events, characters, and
themes
Determine the intended audience
for published and original works

●

Cite all sources used fully and
accurately

LISTENING

Listen to and learn from others
Understand the value of writing as a ● Listen attentively and purposefully
to others in group discussions and
tool to organize thoughts, clarify
debates
opinions, and generate new ideas
●
Appreciate
the various dialects and
● Use lists, memory chains, charts,
accents of spoken English
outlines, free writing, and clustering
● Evaluate and respond to new ideas
in preparation for formal writing
raised in discussions
● Employ a variety of more
●
Take substantial and organized
sophisticated techniques to expand
notes for future use
and refine writing
●
Synthesize and respond critically to
● Make appropriate changes to
what is said
essays and creative writing through
●
Accept constructive feedback on
the drafting process
their work
● Write with greater accuracy and
● Listen and respond appropriately in
precision in English grammar,
collaborative group efforts
syntax, and mechanics
● Work consciously to eliminate
Synthesize, evaluate, and respond
residual errors in English while
appropriately in formal and informal
improving writing
readings, discussions, and
● Work effectively in peer editing
presentations
groups
● Listen for and extract important
● Accept useful criticism from peers
information from increasingly more
and teachers to improve work
complex and varied sources
●
Take extensive notes for future use
Understand the importance of clear
presentation in typed and
Know the importance of verifying the
handwritten communication
reliability of sources
● Follow department standards and
● Distinguish between fact and fiction
requirements for presentation and
and between hearsay and evidence
arrangement of typed and written
to determine appropriate sources
work for a given task, purpose, and ● Use and cite appropriate and varied
audience
sources for information and ideas
● Present neat and legible
Evaluate and analyze the language
handwritten and computer
and content in audio-recordings and
generated work
films
Understand the usefulness of
● Critique technology and media
Information Technology as a tool
sources in discussions, journals,
● Use word processing, spelling and
and essays
grammar check, and electronic
SPEAKING
dictionaries and thesauruses as a
support for writing, editing, and
Understand the differences between
proofreading
formal oral presentations and
● Use computer software programs
informal discussions, and adjust
and associated technology in
their content, delivery, and style
support of projects and
accordingly
presentations
● Use print and electronic resources
as appropriate
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●
●
●
●

Prepare focused, detailed, and
convincing speeches and
presentations
Adhere to the requirements for
length and timing in formal
presentations
Strike an appropriate balance
between speaking and listening in a
group discussion
Use appropriate register for the
intended purpose and audience

Take part in drama performances
and games in and outside of the
classroom
● Participate in improvisations,
rehearsed scenes, poetry
renderings, and dramatic recreations in the classroom
● Present plays and films on
videotape
● Perform more elaborate
interpretations of characters whose
diction and dialect are specific to
time and place
● Employ varied and effective
techniques to improve performance
and establish confidence
● Recognize that things can go wrong
in performance and will improve
through practice
Respond to and interpret literature
with precision and clarity
● Contribute sophisticated ideas and
examples during class discussions
● Defend their ideas with substantial
support from texts, greater
precision in use of language, and
ever-increasing confidence in
delivery
Use a range of sophisticated skills to
communicate ideas
● Share and discuss ideas from
reader’s journals and texts
● Present creative interpretations of
assigned literature, both as
individuals and in groups
● Participate in structured debates or
panels
● Give independent speeches and
presentations

HUMANITIES
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

In Tutorial One and Tutorial Two, students complete the final two years of our common curriculum, which integrate the five
strands of world history, geography, social sciences, host country and United Nations, now focused on global processes of
change from the eighteenth to the twenty first centuries. In tenth grade (T2), some students may also take a one-year
elective in geography. By the end of tenth grade (T2), students have a broad understanding of the kinds of critical issues
facing the world today, examined each year at the UNIS/UN student-led conference.
In Tutorial Two, students study the modern world: the political, economic, social and cultural dimensions of global conflict
and cooperation and the movement towards a global society. Beginning with the age of the new imperialism in the
nineteenth century, through World Wars I and II and the Cold War, they explore the interplay between ideology, technology
and power in the twentieth century and the emergence of the United States as a world power. They extend their
understanding of historical events and their influence on the contemporary world through the study of decolonization,
nationalism, the development and role of regional organizations and the United Nations. Through the study of the allocation
and movement of resources and products, people, capital and information, students develop greater economic and
geographical awareness and understanding of the inequalities and complex processes that shape their lives, current events
and the contemporary world. This course is offered in French for Francophone students.
A one-year elective in Geography is also offered for some students. This course provides the opportunity to consolidate and
extend knowledge and understanding of geographical issues such as population, migration and urbanization.

HISTORY
The Age of New Imperialism
• Explain the nature, causes and
justifications of the new imperialism
and how it led to competition and
conflict between European nations
• Compare the different responses to
and experiences of new imperialism
in African societies
• Explain and compare the different
responses to and experiences of
new imperialism in Asian societies
(Japan and China)
The Origins and Consequences of
World Wars I & II
• Describe he causes and effects of
events leading up to the outbreaks
of WWI and II
• Examine the transition from Czarist
Russia to Soviet Union
• Examine the emergence of
totalitarian regimes (e.g.
Stalin/USSR; Mussolini/Italy;
Hitler/Germany; Franco/Spain)
• Examine and explain the success
and failure of treaties and
organizations (Treaty of Versailles;
League of Nations; United Nations)

•
•
•

Compare responses to economic
crises (FDR and the US; Stalin and
USSR)
Examine the emergence of the US
as a leading world power after
WWII
Explain the economic, political and
ideological causes and
consequences of the Cold War

GEOGRAPHY
Economic activities and resources,
Population movements (Global)
• Explain the causes and
consequences of the movement of
goods, services and people across
boundaries
• Investigate the ramifications for
national and international policy
and the possibilities for conflict over
migration issues
• Identify the ways in which maps
have been used in political and
economic disputes
• Analyze maps, tables, graphs and
charts relating to population,
environmental impact, wealth of
nations and conflict
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
Authoritarianism and democracy
(US, Europe)
• Identify and explain the role of
nationalism, imperialism and
militarism as the basis of state
th
power in the 20 Century
• Explain ideologies of fascism,
totalitarianism, dictatorship and
democracy as forms of state power
Technology and communication
• Explain the concept of total war in
the context of technology and
industrialization
• Evaluate the role of technology in
war, peace and globalization in the
th
20 Century
Political and economic structures
and systems
th
• Identify and evaluate the role of 20
Century political and economic
structures (e.g. League of Nations,
United Nations, capitalism,
communism)
• Identify and investigate some of the
ways in which local groups and
communities responded to new
global and regional forces

HOST COUNTRY
The role of the U.S. in World Wars I
and II and the Cold War
• Assess the benefits and costs to
the U.S. as a world leader
• Evaluate specific economic,
political and military decisions of
th
U.S. policy in the 20 Century

UNITED NATIONS
Origin and structure of the United
Nations
• Describe the origins and goals of
the UN as it emerged post WWII
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the
UN since 1950

•

Evaluate the roles and
responsibilities of the UN and its
agencies

SKILLS
Investigation - Identifying, selecting
and ordering what is relevant as
evidence from a range of sources
and materials
• Develop a clear, focused research
question and find relevant sources
• Evaluate primary and secondary
sources as evidence
Analysis - Recognizing, connecting,
interpreting and evaluating, drawing
conclusions and/or problem solving
to demonstrated understanding of a
topic or question
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•
•
•
•

Recognize, apply and connect
relevant concepts
Recognize perspective and bias
Explain cause(s) and effect(s)
Make interpretations based on a
variety of sources

Communication – Creating,
speaking, using media and writing
for a specific purpose
• Demonstrate relevant information
and understanding in coherent and
meaningful ways
• Use standard referencing
conventions, including citations and
bibliography

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

(ELL)
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

English is the primary language of instruction at UNIS. Close to 1,500 students, speaking seventy different languages
may be represented at any one time.
Some students arrive at UNIS with little or no knowledge of English. On a regular basis, about ten percent of the student
body benefits from additional instruction in English.
The UNIS ELL teachers are responsible for the teaching and curriculum design of the K-12 program. The goal is to
ensure successful integration of ELL students into the UNIS community both academically and socially.
Upon entering UNIS, students who speak or write a language other than English at home, or are not fluent in English, are
assessed by the ELL teachers. Evaluation results place a student in beginning, intermediate or advanced ELL classes, or
in a full mainstream program.
From the first day of school, the ELL students are assigned to a homeroom with their peers. The placement into
homerooms ensures their constant exposure to English and allows for an early integration into the UNIS community. For
a certain number of periods per day, depending on the level of the students’ English, they are instructed by ELL
specialists.
For the complete ELL beginner, the focus is on verbal communication skills to enable the student to function in the new
environment. Reading and writing are used to reinforce grammatical structures and vocabulary. The intermediate ELL
student works on expanding vocabulary, increasing reading comprehension and refining writing skills, and facilitating
participation in mainstream classes. The advanced ELL student moves towards fluency in spoken and written English to
approximate grade level competency. Full integration into the UNIS mainstream curriculum takes place when a student
masters the advanced level ELL materials for the appropriate grade level and can comprehend content material used in
the mainstream classroom.

LANGUAGE SKILLS
Reading skills
Beginner
• Identify English letters and
numbers, both printed and cursive
forms
• Recognize sounds of the English
alphabet in oral reading
• Use basic English sight words
• Practice beginning reading and
comprehension skills, both silent
and oral
• Adapt content material for all
subject areas
• Recognize the importance of
reading independently for pleasure
in English and their mother tongue

•
•
•

Practice intermediate reading and
comprehension skills, both silent
and oral
Move towards independent
comprehension of mainstream
materials
Recognize importance of reading
independently for pleasure in
English and their mother tongue

Advanced
• Compare and contrast grade level
vocabulary and comprehension
with authentic texts, in both fiction
and non-fiction
• Use vocabulary and concepts to
follow all mainstream classes
independently
• Read with clear pronunciation,
intonation, and fluency
Intermediate
• Read in order to compare, contrast,
• Compare and contrast vocabulary
and analyze texts
for reading in varied contexts
• Recognize the importance of
• Identify vocabulary and concepts to
reading independently for pleasure
follow mainstream classes with
in English and their mother tongue
support
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Writing Skills
Beginner
• Write letters and numbers using
correct form
• Write simple words with ease and
fluency
• Write accurate simple sentences
• Use spelling rules
• Write early stage narratives
• Present work neatly and clearly
Intermediate
• Use compound sentences
• Develop creative and factual writing
• Identify and use basic writing skills
for mainstream courses
• Demonstrate intermediate spelling
skills
• Present work neatly and clearly
• Use writing as a communicative
tool
Advanced
• Use advanced vocabulary,
concepts, and structures to write for
all mainstream classes

•
•
•
•
•

Develop creative and factual writing •
Compare, contrast, and analyze
texts
•
Demonstrate writing fluency for
communication
Proofread and edit own work
•
Present work neatly and clearly

Listening Skills
Beginner
• Follow one or two-step classroom
instructions
• Recognize and use basic English
vocabulary
• Communicate socially appropriate
responses
• Use basic communicative and
functional language
• Demonstrate basic English
sentence structure
Intermediate
• Follow multi-step classroom
instructions
• Identify and use appropriate
vocabulary in a variety subject
areas
• Demonstrate knowledge of social
registers
• Use communicative and functional
language skills necessary for
classroom and social situations
• Recognize and use more complex
English sentence structures
Advanced
• Explore and use a variety of
grammatically correct and
appropriate idiomatic structures
with ease
• Demonstrate near native
understanding of communicative
and functional language
• Demonstrate academic language
necessary to function in all
mainstream classes
Speaking skills
Beginner

Use a variety of grammatically
correct and appropriate idiomatic
structures with ease
Begin to show near native
understanding of communicative
and functional language
Begin to use academic language
necessary to function in all
mainstream classes

Intermediate
• Explore and use communicative
and functional language skills in
social and academic settings
• Discuss and compare vocabulary in
order to discuss subjects in content
area classes
• Demonstrate a command of
intermediate rules of grammar and
syntax
• Use basic verb tenses correctly
• i) Present tense - simple and
continuous
• ii) Past tenses - simple and
continuous
•
iii) Simple future
• Use compound/complex sentences
• Demonstrate appropriate rhythm,
intonation, and accurate
pronunciation

Organization
• Manage learning materials and
equipment
• Establish priorities and manage
time
• Use class time appropriately
Independent work
• Follow instructions
• Seek assistance when required
• Show resourcefulness in carrying
out independent work
Collaboration
• Respond constructively to the ideas
and opinions of others
• Work as part of a group to achieve
goals
Initiative
• Demonstrate curiosity and a
willingness to take on new ideas,
concepts, and experiences
• Approach new tasks positively
• Assess and reflect critically on
his/her strengths and areas for
improvement

CONTENT SUPPORT

In addition to teaching academic
English skills and providing
Advanced
individualized support, ELL teachers
• Demonstrate communicative and
functional language both social and also offer lessons and resources to
support students’ work for their
academic at near native fluency
mainstream classes. ELL teachers
• Explore and use academic
vocabulary to function in all
liaise with the Math, Science, English,
mainstream classes
and Humanities teachers at their grade
• Demonstrate the rules of grammar levels and help them differentiate for
and syntax
UNIS ELL students. Where possible,
• Demonstrate correct usage of
we encourage our students to advocate
complex verb tenses
for their own learning and work to give
• Demonstrate appropriate rhythm,
them increased understanding of the
intonation, and accurate
social and emotional aspects of
pronunciation
studying and living in a host country
LEARNING SKILLS
and an English-speaking environment.
Responsibility
• Fulfill commitments
• Complete and submit class work,
homework, assignments on time
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TECHNOLOGY
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

The elective courses in the Tutorial House teach students the technological skills required to make original digital work.
This line of technical study, much of which uses industry-standard technologies, works in tandem with sections on
electronics, robotics, design, storyboarding and narrative storytelling, experiments in sound and image, composition,
graphic design and programming. There is a large campus audience for student work, and many graduates of the program
create digital portfolios. Their work helps them gain admission to college programs in technology, arts and sciences.

TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS
AND CONCEPTS
Use technology appropriately
• Understand various methods of
inputting information using text,
image, sound tools and the input
devices and editing software
associated with them
• Demonstrate mastery of
terminology in discussing
technology hardware and software
• Make effective use of file systems
and storage media to organize files
• Troubleshoot systems and
applications independently

•
•

Understand copyright issues and
fair use when using online
resources
Understand and apply the school
technology agreement

CREATIVITY AND
INNOVATION

Demonstrate creative thinking, build
knowledge, and develop products
and/or solutions using technology
• Choose appropriate Web 2.0 tools
to demonstrate creative thinking,
build knowledge, participate in the
design process, share ideas and
collaborate responsibly in groups
• Select and use multimedia tools
DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP
and applications for creation and
presentation of digital content
Demonstrate safe and responsible
• Demonstrate independent problem
use of technology
solving skill in a masterful and
• Demonstrate an understanding of
strategic manner
the responsibilities associated with
• Create complex, layered graphics
using online tools, including
using the appropriate tools
membership in social networking
•
Transfer
current knowledge to
sites, taking a stand against
learning
of
new technologies.
cyberbullying and practicing other
•
Write
simple
programs in a
positive principles of netiquette
structured
language
• Demonstrate understanding of
• Understand and use principles of
advantages and disadvantages of
editing motion pictures and
technology in daily life, including
discover the meaning-making
self-monitoring of technology use
potential of juxtaposing images
and time management with regard
to technology use
• Make pristine sound recordings and
mix them with the goal of artistic
• Protect your own (and peers)
expression or narrative progression
private information online
• Make skillfully framed, exposed,
• Demonstrate proper respect for
color balanced, and focused video
copyright and ethical guidelines and
images with a basic understanding
give proper credit when using other
of light and optics
people's work.
• Create and map textures on
models, position lights, and animate
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with key framing in a process
related to 3-D animation software

COMMUNICATION AND
COLLABORATION
Use digital media (email, blogs,
chats, Moodle) to support learning
and contribute to the learning of
others
• Choose from a plethora of skills
developed while using technology
tools and decide which are most
appropriate for specific digital
presentations in order to create
such works
• Use multiple Web 2.0 tools to
independently generate project
ideas, engage in a creative process
and collaborate with peers,
teachers and the world
• Compile an electronic portfolio

RESEARCH AND
INFORMATION
Use digital tools to gather, evaluate,
and make use of information
• Use a data organization tool for
gathering of information and
evaluating information using
formulae and creating charts and
graphs
• Select the most appropriate
resources in a self-guided, critical
and evaluative manner while using
learning resources independently
• Make interpretations and inferences
from a range of electronic sources
• Curate and compile key research
tools and sources that will form a
foundation for these students'
academic activities in future with

awareness of crowd-sourcing and
•
new forms of information groupings
•

CRITICAL THINKING,
PROBLEM SOLVING AND
DECISION MAKING

Plan and conduct research, manage
projects, and solve problems

•

Compare, evaluate and contrast
sources of electronic information
Plan compositions of layered
sounds and images while
simultaneously developing
understanding of an analytical,
critical and creative process
Write and research in order to
create a framework/structure for
moving
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•
•

image/narrative/storytelling/sound
projects
Understand virtual modeling in an
environment with 3-D axes
Understand virtual cameras in
perspective views and orthographic
views in a 3-D modeling software

LIBRARY
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

As information centers of UNIS, our libraries promote learning within and beyond the library walls by fostering the school’s
mission through:
•

Providing access to global information and literature resources in a wide variety of formats

•

Teaching library skills, critical thinking and the ethical use of ideas and information to achieve academic
excellence

•

Encouraging reading and literature appreciation to promote an understanding of cultural diversity

READING
Read books that are appropriate to
their reading level, level of
sophistication and interests
• Examine materials to identify
appropriate level
• Explore book displays
• Investigate the realm of “classics”
Choose challenging materials
• Use reading lists developed by
librarians and teachers
• Follow through suggestions from
librarians and teachers
Select and read resources from and
about different countries and
cultures
• Select from list of books provided
by librarians and teachers
Read in additional modern language
• Seek advice from the librarian to
read level appropriate books in
French or in Spanish

INFORMATION LITERACY
AND RESEARCH
Apply a systematic process to find
information
• Define the research questions
• Identify general sources to start
research (i.e. print and electronic
encyclopedias)
• Generate keywords and phrases
associated with topic

Conduct focused electronic
searches through the library catalog
and databases using keywords
Use keywords to search table of
contents and index to locate
information
Use keywords to search the library
catalog
Use keywords to search online
databases and websites
Find information using keywords in
a variety of sources

•
•

Select original quotes
Combine information using their
own voices

Construct accurate referencing
• Identify the different components of
a bibliographic citation
• Create a detailed bibliography
using a formatting tool (i.e. Noodle
tools)
• Reference in the text using
parenthetical notes

Select useful and appropriate
sources from a wide range of media
for units of study or personal
interests
• Evaluate the relevance of print and
online sources in order to select the
most appropriate
• Evaluate the authority of the
sources in order to select the most
Recognize and use appropriate and
appropriate
authoritative websites for a variety of
•
Focus
searches for relevant
projects
information
in subscription
• Assess the quality of websites for
databases
by
using appropriate
academic research projects
keywords
Extract information for meaning and
Understand the difference between
to create new knowledge
primary and secondary sources and
• Take notes from a variety of
how to use them in research projects
sources
• Organize and evaluate information • Locate primary sources relevant to
their project
systematically
• Evaluate the importance of sources
Organize and present information in
in the context of their research
a systematic and original manner
• Recognize the difference between
quoting, paraphrasing, and
Make inferences, analyze and draw
plagiarizing
• Paraphrase independently following conclusions from information
given structures and parameters
Use specialized reference materials
• Use databases and specialized
encyclopedias for information
• Use relevant e-references from the
school website
• Access public library for specialized
reference sources
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•
•

Identify information that is
embedded in the text
Categorize and record relevant
information in note form

Select, use, and evaluate the most
informative and appropriate sources
independently
• Apply the previously learned
processes (keyword searching, use
of index, etc.) to determine the best
sources

LIBRARY SERVICES
rd

The 3 floor school library hours are
from
8 am to 5 pm, Monday to
Produce research projects or
Thursday,
and from 8 am to 4 pm on
assignments in a variety of formats
Friday. Students may come to the
• Present research conclusions, in
library on their own time before morning
various forms, following classroom
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
registration, during short break, lunch
protocol and rubric
and after school to do school-related
Use proper library procedures
• Follow the rules of the library (noise activities and personal reading.
INDEPENDENT LEARNING
level movement, food, respectful
Students and families may access both
Identify, find, and use complex
attitude)
the library catalog and the external
resources for personal interest and
databases from home. At home, go to
units of study
Show personal responsibility for
the UNIS homepage (www.unis.org).
• Use keywords in searching the
library materials
From the drop-down menu under the
electronic catalog
• Handle materials with care
community tab at the top, select library.
• Browse the electronic catalog and
Login and you will able to use the
including electronic devices
collection to select relevant
• Check out and return materials in a Online Catalogs and Resources. The
materials
necessary username and password for
timely manner
individual databases are listed next to
• Surf the internet for appropriate
each icon or name. Click on the icon
information
Respect the different needs of
for the database using the saved
• Use subscription databases for
students in the library setting
username and password.
• Work alone or in groups quietly
appropriate information
Internet access is provided on
computer stations and laptops in the
Select, use, and evaluate a variety of Recognize what constitutes
library in addition to student’s personal
plagiarism
resources for research
• Determine the best sources for their • Gain an in-depth understanding of laptop. Students are allowed to do
school-related work on these
the meaning of plagiarism
purposes based on currency,
computers, following the UNIS
relevance, authority, etc.
Use sources ethically
Acceptable Use Policy.
• Record information from a given
Use the classification system
Students must log in to the electronic
source in their own words
effectively and independently
catalog in order to access their library
• Identify sources and parts of a
accounts. This allows them to see what
• Find resources using Dewey
bibliographic entry
materials they have checked out and
Decimal numbers
• Cite their sources in text using
which might be overdue, write book
parenthetical notes
Follow instructions, whether written
reviews of titles we own, and create
or oral
Identify what constitutes an
personal book lists. Library materials
• Listen to, read and follow directions authoritative source
must be brought to the library in order
•
Recognize
the
importance
of
giving
to be renewed; this service is not
Take initiative for personal own
credit
to
the
author
available on the web. For research and
learning
•
Recognize
that
quality
of
sources
leisure reading outside the UNIS library,
• Apply previously learned
can vary
we encourage students to obtain a
instructions independently
• Use recommended sources
public library card.
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MATHEMATICS
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

Mathematical learning builds on the curiosity and enthusiasm of children through developmentally appropriate experiences
that challenge children to explore ideas and to take risks in their learning. We believe that mathematics learning must be
active, rich in language, and filled with problem-solving opportunities. Our mathematics program is one where
mathematics is taught for understanding. Students acquire mathematical concepts and skills through practical tasks, reallife problems and investigations of mathematical ideas. Embedded into each strand of the UNIS math curriculum are
process standards that cover mathematical reasoning, contextualization, problem solving and computational fluency.
As students deepen their mathematical understanding both collaboratively and independently, they are able to
demonstrate their abilities to apply mathematical knowledge and skills in context.

NUMBER SENSE
AND OPERATIONS
The Concepts of Number
• Develop a deeper understanding of
very large and very small numbers
and of various representations of
them
• Compare and contrast the
properties of numbers and number
systems, including the rational, real
and complex numbers
• Explore the concept of an
imaginary number
• Explore the concept of a logarithm
as the way to express irrational
numbers
• Round numbers to different
degrees of accuracy (specially 3
significant figures)

•
•

Develop an understanding of
permutations and combinations as
counting techniques
Use Graphic Display Calculators
(GDC) to enhance presentation in
certain topics

Set Theory
• Understand relationships among
numbers, and number systems
• Develop an understanding of the
concepts of a set, subset, element,
empty set, set notation
• Distinguish between complement of
a set, disjoint sets, union and
intersection of two sets, Venn
diagram
Representation
• Create and use representations to
organize, record, and communicate
mathematical ideas
• Use representations to model and
interpret physical, social, and
mathematical phenomena

Choose Computational Method
• Develop fluency in operations with
Real Numbers using mental
computations or paper and pencil
ALGEBRA
calculations for simpler situations
and technology for more
Equations and inequalities
complicated cases
• Understand the meaning of
• Judge the effects of such
equivalent forms of expressions,
operations as multiplication,
equations, inequalities, and
division, and computing powers and
relations
roots on the magnitudes of
• Write equivalent forms of
quantities
equations, inequalities, and
• Judge the reasonableness of
systems of equations and solve
numerical computations and their
them with fluency - mentally or with
results
paper and pencil in simple cases
and using technology in all cases
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•
•
•
•

Formulate equations and
inequalities in a range of situations
Solve absolute value equations and
inequalities
Solve compound inequalities and
interpret solutions in the original
context
Prove trigonometric identities

Quadratic Equations
• Solve quadratics by factoring, by
quadratic formula and by
completing the square
• Find quadratic equations from the
given graphs and the given roots
• Solve quadratics by using a graphic
calculator and appropriate
computer software
Complex Numbers
• Explore the concept of the
discriminant of a quadratic equation
• Express the roots of a quadratic
equation as complex numbers
• Perform the operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and
division with complex numbers
Relations and Functions
• Understand relations and functions
and select, convert flexibly among
and use various representations for
them
• Analyze functions of one variable
by investigating rates of change,
intercepts, zeroes, asymptotes
• Find domain and range of functions
• Find composite and inverse
functions

•
•
•
•

Derive formulae of inverse
functions
Graph exponential, logarithmic and
trigonometric functions
Manipulate linear, quadratic,
rational, trigonometric, exponential
and logarithmic functions
Use graphs to model real life
situations

STATISTICS AND
PROBABILITY
Data Analysis and Probability
• Formulate questions that can be
addressed with data and collects,
organizes, and displays relevant
data to answer them
• Understand the concepts of sample
space and probability distribution
and construct sample spaces and
distributions in simple cases
• Use simulations to construct
empirical probability distributions.
• Compute and interpret the
expected value of random variables
in simple cases
• Understand the concepts of
conditional probability and
independent events
• Understand how to compute the
probability of a compound event
Probability computations and rules
• Apply basic computing formulas

P( E ) =

n( E )
n( S )

, 0 ≤ P( E ) ≤ 1 ,

P ( E ') = 1 − P ( E )
•

Understand how to compute the
probability of a compound event:

P( AUB) =

= ( PA) + P ( B ) − P ( A ∩ B ) .

•

• Apply P ( A ∩ B ) = P ( A) • P ( B )
for Multi-Stage events

Trigonometric Identities and
Equations
• Simplify trigonometric identities
• Solve trigonometric equations

•

Understand permutations and
combinations as counting
techniques

GEOMETRY &
TRIGONOMETRY
Right Triangle Trigonometry
• Recall ratios of Sine, Cosine and
Tangent in a Right triangle
• Use trigonometric relationships to
determine lengths and angle
measures
• Solve 2D/3D problems involving
right angled triangles
Unit Circle
• Explore Unit circle, its properties
and how to determine its attributes
• Use Unit Circle in trigonometry to
solve problems
• Find radian measure of angles
Non-Right Triangle Trigonometry
• Use Sine and Cosine Rules in 2-D
and 3-D problems
• Apply trigonometric rules ti
calculate the areas of triangles and
polygons
• Use geometric ideas to solve
problems in, and gain insights into,
other disciplines and other areas of
interest such as art and architecture
• Use geometric models to gain
insights into and answer
questions in other areas of
mathematics
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Graph y = sinx and y=cosx
functions

MEASUREMENT
Measurable Attributes
• Understand measurable attributes
of objects and the units, systems,
and process of measurement
• Make decisions about units and
scales that are appropriate for
problem situations involving
measurement
• Use the Pythagorean theorem,
sine, cosine, and tangent ratios to
calculate the unknown
measurements in 2-D and 3-D
Various computations
• Compute areas of polygons,
surface area and volume of
geometric figures, including
pyramids, cones, cylinders, and
spheres
• Perform computations with radian
measure for angles
• Apply appropriate techniques, tools,
and formulas to determine
measurements
• Understand and use formulas for
the area, surface area, and volume
of geometric figures, including
cones, spheres, and cylinders

MODERN LANGUAGE
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

The Modern Language curriculum is a key component of the UNIS instructional program. Students develop strong
communication skills in one language from Kindergarten and begin a second language in the Middle Three Year. UNIS
also fosters Mother Tongue instruction at all levels for all languages within the educational program as well as in the afterschool program.
UNIS believes that learning additional languages and supporting Mother Tongue and/or Heritage Language instruction
contributes to the holistic development of students. The program fosters the enhancement of language skills necessary to
succeed in different communicative situations. It exposes students to a broad cultural environment that helps promote
understanding of world societies through languages.
UNIS benchmarks have been designed to reflect the European Framework skills set (reading, writing, speaking and
listening) through where appropriate, the lens of Communication, Comparisons, Communities, Culture, and Connections.

COMMUNICATION
Effective communication
• Process and convey information
and ideas on abstract topics
• Produce different types of texts
from a range of genres (e.g.
essays, articles, poems etc.)
• Formulate detailed descriptions
(oral and written) on a variety of
topics
• Present information to an audience
using different media
• Interpret and follow instructions and
understand announcements and
messages
• Read, summarize and analyze
articles, texts, interviews etc.
(written and oral)
Interaction
• Prepare and conduct an interview
• Participate in conversations and
exchanges on different topics
(familiar and unfamiliar)
• Participate in conversations with
native speakers confidently
• Describe how to do something
giving detailed instructions
• Summarize and give opinions on a
variety of texts (written and oral)
• Take part in an interview, debate
and discussion with confidence
• Follow the main points in films,
radio interviews, magazine,
newspapers etc., in the target
language

•

Deal with confidently any situation
likely to arise while traveling

Analyze spoken & written texts
• Research, extract and analyze a
variety of text (poems, essays,
informational documents, literary
texts etc.)
• Discuss and analyze global issues
and propose possible solutions
• Write a review of a film, book or
play
• Scan and summarize texts
• Identify main conclusions in
argumentative texts
• Interpret literary texts and
understand its implied meaning
• Use a variety of written forms
(narrative, creative, analytical,
informative etc.)
• Use technology tools effectively in
order to enhance oral and written
expression

CONNECTIONS
Content & Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL)
• Explore and discuss identity, inter
and intrapersonal relationships
• Compare, contrast and analyze
experiences of themselves and
others
• Compare and contrast authentic
resources in a variety of situations
(artifacts, language, festivals,
traditions etc.)
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•

Analyze and transfer knowledge
from other disciplines into the target
language (Content and Language
Integrated Learning (CLIL)

COMPARISONS
Mutual understanding
• Compare and contrast cultural &
linguistic differences
• Lead and participate effectively in
discussions and debates
• Analyze and respect the cultural
gap and differences between their
cultures and those of the target
language

COMMUNITIES AND CULTURE
Concept of Cultural Respect
• Identify the role of languages to
create relationships within the
community
• Participate in cultural activities in
the target language
• Analyze issues related to the UN
(human rights, conflict resolution,
gender etc.) in the target language
• Analyze differences between their
own and other cultures
• Compare and contrast cultural
codes (behavioral patterns,
language cultural codes etc.)
• Compare and contrast the practices
of the cultures studied
• Consider and compare diversity
and inclusion: how the appreciation
of other cultures reshapes our
views

MUSIC
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial
House
Ensembles

The UNIS music program offers students the opportunity to function as skilled and literate performers, active listeners,
passionate creators and informed critics. Participants become part of a group dynamic, developing an understanding of
their unique role as an individual in that group. Music making enriches the mind, the body and the spirit and motivates
students to go beyond their comfort zone, find solutions, and explore the full range of human emotion which ultimately
provides a model for participation in a global community.
At UNIS, we believe that a rich musical experience involves the exploration, study and performance of music from diverse
cultures. The curriculum includes the extensive study of various musical styles and techniques, the study of music
notation, as well as the tradition of music making and performance. As students deepen their musical understanding both
collaboratively and independently, they are able to demonstrate their abilities to apply musical knowledge and skills in
context.

ACTIVE MUSIC MAKING
Performing in a musical ensemble
(strings, winds, voice)
• Perform with technical competence
and musical expression appropriate
to repertoire
• Maintain lessons and practice
routine; prepare repertoire for
rehearsal

LISTENING AND ANALYZING
Students listen analytically to
themselves and others
• Apply independent criteria to
evaluate performances (live and
recorded)
• Recognize and describe specific
musical genres and cultures
• Understand context and function in
a variety of repertoire

Students learn the collaborative
INTERPRETING
skills necessary to participate as a
(WRITTEN
AND AURAL
positive member of the group
• Balance individual and group needs
PERCEPTION)
by observing appropriate rehearsal
Developing the skills necessary to
behaviors (punctuality, prepared
become independent music learners
with materials)
• Read and interpret notation,
• Collaborate productively at all
expressive indications, articulations
rehearsals and dress rehearsals
with fluency
leading to performance
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•
•
•

Recognize more complex notation,
key signatures and compound and
mixed meters
Recognize key stylistic elements in
standard Western and non-western
repertoire from the written score
Make performance choices based
on an understanding of the style
and genre of the music

INTERDISCIPLINARY
PROCESS STANDARDS
•
•
•
•
•

Abstract and creative thinking
Self-expression
Communication
Community building/social
responsibility
Working through challenges

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(PE)
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

The Mission of UNIS’ Physical Education program is to engage students’ interest in physical development and
competence through lifelong fitness, recreational and competitive activities. The curriculum aims to promote students’
acquisition and application of movement, skills and knowledge. It provides a diversified program allowing for opportunities
to think critically, to collaborate and to reflect, as each student creates an awareness and ability to define their personal
growth and physical wellbeing.
During Physical Education at this level, students tackle complex and demanding activities, applying their knowledge of
skills, techniques and effective performance. They decide whether to get involved in physical activity that is mainly
focused on competing or performing, on promoting health and wellbeing, or on developing personal fitness. They also
decide on which roles suit them best including performer, coach, choreographer, leader and official. The view they have of
their skillfulness and physical competence gives them the confidence to get involved in exercise and activity out of school
and in later life.
The UNIS scheme of work draws together parts of the programs of study to create a framework that shows how students
might be helped to progress. In PE, this includes progression in:
•

Acquiring and developing skills

•

Selecting and applying skills, tactics and compositional ideas

•

Evaluating and improving performance

•

Knowledge and understanding of fitness and health

These four aspects are closely linked and are developed through the physical activity pupils carry out. For example,
evaluating and improving of performance will take into account the relationship between developing, selecting and
applying skills, tactics and compositional ideas, and fitness and health. The quality of a performance and the selection of
skills, tactics and compositional ideas are affected by the range and level of skills, the type and degree of fitness and the
understanding of the concept of the activity.

GAMES ACTIVITIES
Invasion Games e.g. Soccer
Net/Wall Games e.g. Tennis
Striking/Fielding Games e.g. Softball

•

Devise, implement and monitor
personal and peer exercise and
fitness programs based on the
principles of safe and effective
exercise
Recognize and evaluate the impact
fitness has on performance and
activity has on fitness

•
Acquire and developing skills
• Plan for and make use of advanced
techniques Selecting and applying Evaluate and improve performance
skills, tactics and compositional
• Improve personal analytical and
ideas
performance skills
• Use principles of play to plan for
• Develop effective leadership and
and implement advanced strategies
collaborative skills
and tactics, and then adapt them as
needed
DANCE & CREATIVE

MOVEMENT
Apply knowledge and understanding
of fitness and health
Gymnastics
• Monitor personal and peer related
Dance
exercise and fitness levels related
Yoga/Pilates
to performance in the game
Acquire and develop skills
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•

Plan for and make use of advanced
techniques in a particular style of
creative movement

Select and apply skills, tactics and
compositional ideas
• Use principles to compose and
implement complex sequences and
adapt the composition to meet the
needs of the performers
Apply knowledge and understanding
of fitness and health
• Monitor personal and peer exercise
and fitness levels related to
performance
• Devise, implement and monitor
personal and peer related exercise,
conditioning and fitness programs
using principles of safe and
effective exercising
• Recognize and evaluate the impact
fitness has on performance in

Apply knowledge and understanding
dance, gymnastics and other
of fitness and health
creative movement activities and
the effect this kind of activity has on • Monitor personal exercise and
personal fitness
fitness levels
•
Recognize and evaluate the impact
Evaluate and improve performance
fitness has on performance
• Improve their ability to critically
analyze their own and the work of
Evaluate and improve performance
others
• Improve analytical skills when
• Develop effective leadership and
assessing a situation in the water
collaborative skills
• Develop effective leadership and
collaborative skills required for
SWIMMING ACTIVITIES AND
effective water safety management

Select and apply skills, tactics and
compositional ideas
• Use principles of effective
performance to plan and implement
advanced strategies and tactics for
competing in different events and
then adapt them as needed

Apply knowledge and understanding
of fitness and health
• Monitor personal and peer related
exercise and fitness levels of
performance in athletic activities
WATER SAFETY
and events
ATHLETIC ACTIVITIES
•
Devise, implement and monitor
Lifeguarding
personal exercise and fitness
Fitness for Life
programs based on the principles of
Track and Field
Acquire and develop skills
safe and effective exercise
• Plan for and make use of advanced
•
Recognize
and evaluate the impact
Acquire and developing skills
water safety techniques
fitness
has
on performance
• Plan for and make use of advanced
Select and apply skills, tactics and
athletic techniques
Evaluate and improve performance
compositional ideas
•
Develop, analyze and improve
• Develop effective leadership skills
personal performance levels
and collaborative skills required for
•
Develop
effective leadership and
safe lifeguarding techniques and
collaborative
skills
strategies
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SCIENCE
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

Tutorial 2

An understanding of science is an essential component of modernity. Science is both an activity for generating knowledge
about the natural world and a set of ideas – the mental models of chemists, physicists and biologists - about the origin and
content of that world and the interactions that take place in it. While only a small number of individuals will become
professional scientists, all our lives are being transformed by technology, the application of these ideas. Challenging
ethical issues arise with each new scientific discovery, and changing scientific ideas shape and reshape our thinking about
who we are.
The UNIS science program seeks to establish a climate of learning in which students feel that asking questions and
evaluating the answers to those questions is the legitimate business of science. Students learn that only ideas that can be
tested experimentally are scientific ideas, and that science proceeds by making predictions based on these ideas and
testing them. The program is designed to develop in students the practice of critical thinking and logical argument, and to
encourage, recognize and value creativity in finding solutions to scientific and technological problems.

BIOLOGY
Cells
• State that all organisms are
composed of one or more cells
• Know that organelles are structures
within cells
• Explain the functions of cell
organelles
• Explain how the cell membrane is a
barrier between the cell and the
outside world
Biochemistry
• Know that organisms are
composed of atoms
• Explain the structure of proteins
• Explain the structure of
carbohydrates
• Explain the structure of lipids
• Know that pH is a measure of the
acidity of a solution
• Explain how enzymes function, and
their role in cells and organisms

•

Describe translation of mRNA into
an amino acid sequence

Mutations
• Explain why and how mutations
occur
• Explain the consequences of
mutations
Genetic engineering
• Explain the uses of genetic
engineering
• Describe how genetic engineering
is carried out
• Perform and explain the
transformation of a bacterium by
inserting a plasmid containing the
gene for GFP
Cell division
• Explain the Cell Cycle
• Describe mitosis
• Describe meiosis

Mendel and inheritance
• Describe and explain Mendel’s
rules of inheritance
DNA
• Explain monohybrid crosses
• Understand the structure of DNA
• Explain how the inheritance of sex• Describe DNA replication
linked characteristics is determined
• Explain how restriction enzymes
by genes on sex chromosomes
and gel electrophoresis are used to
• Explain dihybrid crosses
establish the identity of DNA from
an unknown source

CHEMISTRY

Protein synthesis
• Describe transcription of DNA into
mRNA

Quantitative chemistry
• Understand the mole concept and
Avogadro’s constant
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•
•
•

•

Understand formulae
Write and understand chemical
equations
Describe how limiting reactants are
determined, and calculate
theoretical yields and percentage
errors
Calculate the concentration of a
solution

Atomic structure
• Describe the structure of the atom
• Calculate relative atomic mass
• Determine electron configurations
Periodicity
• Understand the organization of the
Periodic Table
• Describe how physical properties
vary across rows and groups
• Describe how chemical properties
vary across rows and groups
Bonding
• Explain ionic bonding
• Understand covalent bonding
• Name compounds correctly
Acids and bases
• Explain theories of acids and bases
• Know properties of acids and bases
• Distinguish strong and weak acids
and bases
• Use and understand the pH scale
Oxidation and reduction
• Understand oxidation and reduction

•
•
•
•

Write redox equations
Understand reactivity
Explain voltaic cells
Explain electrolytic cells

Organic chemistry
• Use the correct nomenclature for
organic compounds and their
isomers
• Describe basic organic reactions

PHYSICS
Mechanics
• Understand linear motion
• Explain vectors
• Understand projectile motion
• State Newton’s Laws
• Understand and define the concept
of energy
• Understand and define circular
motion
• Understand and define the concept
of the center of gravity
• Explain rotational mechanics

•

Understand and relate the concept
of universal gravitation

The properties of matter
• Compare and contrast the
properties of solids, liquids and
gases
Waves
• Understand and define wave
fundamentals
• Understand and define the concept
of sound
• Understand and define the concept
of light

SCIENCE SKILLS
Experimental Work
• Explain the relationship between
theory and experimental design for
any given experiment
• Record quantitative and qualitative
data accurately
• Specify requirements for an
experiment to yield meaningful
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data, and identify limitations in any
experimental design
Analysis
• Solve mathematical and conceptual
problems
• Interpret data presented in different
formats, including tables and
graphs
• Justify the validity of the
conclusions in any experimental
investigation
Communication
• Communicate ideas,
understandings, procedures and
findings in written, spoken and
media-based modes
• Use scientific language correctly,
including representing quantities
and relationships in mathematical
form
• Construct tables and graphs, both
bar and line, by hand and/or with
computer software

